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CHAPTER I THE ANTECEDENTS 



r 
The sixth centurf B.c. saw the beginnings of urbanism 

in the Ganges Valley am some of the outlying regions. It is 

usually referred to as the second urbanisation. the first one 
' 

being that of the Indus Valley, much removed £rom the former 

in time and space. Systematic study of this problem has been 

taken up only recently. 1 The aim of the present work is (1) 

to study the process or urbanisation at the level of spatial 

segment i.e. in Western Malwa and (ii) to test the kind or 

generalisations that are being made about the second urbani

sation by doing a d.etailed study of the pro cess and structure 

of urbanisation at a regional level. 

The focus ot the present work is to study hO\'l a pre

urban society changes over to an urban one. This C3lls for 

a brier review or some of the basic issues taken up in the 

discussion on second urbanisation. Scholars like 11.. Ghosh 

and Dilip Chakrabarti emphasise the role of political autho

rity in bringing about changes in the material condi tiona of 

the society leading to the emergence of urban centres. 

Chakrabart1 says. "In fact a local agricultural base. an or

ganised trad.ing activity and a centralised political power 

structure went into the making of each of tbem ( Rajagrha, 

Varanasi Kausambi and Ujjayini) as a city. Of bhese three 

factors primary emphasis sould perhaps be given on the factor 

of political power". 2 t..Ghosh also thinks that the economic 
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changes followed rathe~ than preceded the establishment of 

the Janapadas by various chiefs. He emphasises the tact that 

technological changes such as the introduction of iron etc. 

did not automat'ically lead to the beginnings of urbanisation. 

Discussing the well known debate on the problem of surplus 

agricultural produce (which is related to the existence ot 

non-food producing groups in the urban areas) he says, "More 

than a surplus or even a capacity to produce surplus what is 

required is a socio political institution to force or induce 

the farmer to produce a surplus, to divert the surplus where 

it is required".3 

This attempt to give primacy to tbe political authority 

bringing about economic changes is obviously derived from the 

works of Sjoberg and Mumford. However, Mumford saw the emer

gence of pol1t1cal authority as .a culllination of changes in 

the socio-economic sturcture. The king emerged at the stage 

of take-off into urbanism.4 However, in the present case 

litt.le att.empt is made to discuss the core processes or vari

our mechanisms which went into the formation of urban centres. 

The discussions tend to view the beginnings ot cities as if 

they were the hand1works of royalties. While talking about 

the format ion of the Janapadas, which were to become the seats 

of urban centres, Ghosh gives a cautious note, "The establish· 

ment of the· Janpadas itself was the result of the new society 
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ot the later Vedic age in which economic am political fac• 

tors played their part with the former perhaps remaining in 

the background to boost up the latter"5. But what CO\lld be 

these new factors which could lead to transition from chief

dom to stratified state societies and consequent rise of ·the 

urban centres? These questions have not been properly answe

red as yet. Besides, the contribution of the pre-urban 

chalcol1th1c cultures, especially the BR\v Cllltures of Rajas

than, Central India, and the Lo~er and Middle Gangetic Val:).ey, 

has not been examined properly. 

The other group or scholars like Prof.a.s. Shanna and 

M.o. Joshi empha.sise the primacy of the economic factors and 

large seale technological changes in bringing about social 

changea Discussing the origins or Buddhism, Prof. Sharma 

states that the iron plough was the single most important 

variable which transformed the tribal society. He says, 

ftTbe new agriculture (by ploug}l in the iron age) led to the 

production of surplus on a scale which could not be attained 

\'lith stone or copper implements. This prepared the ground 

tor the rise of urban settlements in north -.eastern India"6• 

In another publ1sat1on he emphasises the importance of iron 

axes which were necessary to clear the hard fibre forests or 
the Ganges Valley.? Thus, the stimulant for change is reduced 

to certain technological· innovations i.e. the change over from 
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the chalcolithie stage to iron age (especially iron axe and 

plou~). These led to the production of surplus which ,in 

turn led to craft specialisation and emergence or. the urban 

centres. 

The problem ot iron age end 1 ts impact on society has 

been discussed by quite a tew writers.e The beginning or 
the use of iron go back to the 10th - 9th centuries B.c. 
in India .9 In the Doab region iron age dates back to the 

9th century B.c. or earlier 1n sites like AtranJikhera. 10 

But the precise relationship of iron to the production pro

cess or for that matter social change is an issue which 

has still not been discussed in depth. We do have certain 

references to the use of iron in agricultural production. 11 

However, N.R. Ray has shown that up to the second century 

A.D. no iron ploughshare or iron axe has been reported from 

any or the Ganges Valley sites excavated so far. 12 He, 

however, believes that from the third•second century B.C. 

onwards iron came in increasing use 4ue to the Greek intlue

nce, le:Hiing to urbanisation in this area around this period. 13 

However, the Greeks themselves never used iron ploughshare 

in an.tiquity. 14 In fact in &~rope iron plough came in general 

use only in the 9th 10th centuries A.n.15 Besides, northern 

Europe tmich developed a sophisticated iron technology in the 
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early centuries or the Christian era and used iron plough, 

did not d•velop cities in that period. 16 Even as late as 

the 16th century- in the MUghal period the extremely sparing 

use of metal has been noted by many contemporary travellers. 17 

Also • there are many regional variations in the types of 

implements used according to the soil type and the environ

ment in the area. In the Mughal period a traveller reported 

the use or wooden ploughs without iron shares, as the norm"al 

plough in some coastal regions. 16 Even in modern times, in 

the Black soil region, for cotton and jowar rotation, normal 

harrow (Bakhar) is found to be better suited than deep cult1• 

vation wlth implements like plougha. 19 ·The light .soil ot 

India does not require deep furrowing which would have mede 

iron ploughs 1ndispensable.20 

Ester Boserup has shown that there are five types o:r land 

use i"n 0 rcler of increasing intensity l 

(a) Forest tallow cultivation having around 20 years 

regeneration cycle. 

(b) Bush tallow cultivation having about 6 years 

regeneration cycle. 

(c) Short fallow cultivation having two or one year 

regeneration cycle. 

(d) Annual cropping. 

(e) Multi-cropping~~~ 
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The kinds ot agricultural tools needed in a given context 

depend~ upon the system of land use. In the forest fallow 

cultivation system trees are Celled With axe or burned on 

the root after having been killed by .ringing. Logs and 
'YO- I 

other unburnt re~nts of the natural vegetation are left 

in the field together with the ashes and the roots or the 

trees. SOwing and planting are done directly in the ashes 

'llithout any land preparation. The land is highly productive 

at this sta~. Plougn can not be used on this kind of sur

face, since it is littered with unburnt objects, which will 

hinder its movement. The only tool that can be used is a 

digging stick to scratch the ashes. The plough requires a 

clean pennanently cleared surface. In Boserup' s scheme plough 

can be applied only when grassy land appears as a result of 

annual cropping. Grass can not be burnt or removed by boeing. 

Since, burning of the forests can be assumed to have been the 

ea rl1e st form of cul ti vatlon, one expe.cts to find neolithic 

com~unities using this method of cultivation in the Ganges 

Valley, prior to the emergence of plough agriculture. In 

fact, com~unities moving into forest lend have been found to 

abandon earlier methods of cultivation and resort to slash 

and burn Clll ti vati o'n because it is more productive • 21 

Boserup' s model for agricultural development can be questio

ned as to its universality or as to the linear succession of 



various stages of agricultural practices. However, her model 

does indicate that while axes are primarily associated with 
I 

slash and burn cultivation, ploughs are used by advanced agri-

culturalists. .\s such ploughs and axes axe used in different 

kinds of agricultural practices and plou€Jl would have been 

introduced much latter in the early h1stor1enl period 

(Prof. Sharma's bypoteses seem to indicate that they were used 

simultaneously): This will especially be tf\le or the tropi

cal forest (from where Boscrup provides her illustrations), in 

a context in which there is a shift !rom pastoralism to agri

cultural production.22 

Prof. Sharma's hypothesis about the role of iron in bring-

ing about urbanisation in the Ganges Valles has one more question· 

able assumption. It is believed that ·in the middle and lower 

Ganges VRlley agricultural communities were largely absent 

before the introduction of iron. It was tbe iron wielding 

Aryans who with their axes and ploughs cut down the forests and 

started cultivation which provided surplus leading to urbani• 

sation. Boserup's thesis seems to be supported by the fact 

that besides the important sites of Kausambi, Chirond, sonepur 

etc. more than one hundred neolithic - chalcol1th1c sites 

have been reported from the alluvial plains of the middle and 

lower Ganges Valley.23 In the Ajay-Damodal' Valley which may 

be taken to represent a peripheral zone~f the low~~ Ganges 
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basin, 34 ehalcoli thi c sites have b3 en discovered. 24 The 

Black and Red ware ( BR\'l) which occurs both in the pre-iron 

age and iron age contexts, bas not been properly classified 

for these two kinds of occurrences. Thus, a precise idea ot 

the number or pre•iron age sites is not possible. But it i.s 

likely that these areas had very many pre-iron age agricultural 

communities. 

According to one experiment a neolithic stone axe could 

fell a tree having a diameter of 30 CDh in 30 minutes.25 Of 

course, this efficiency might vary w1 th the kind of wood that 

is to be cut and the quality of the stone 1 tself, but 1 t indi

cates that forest clearing even \vith stone or copper axes was 

not impossi.ble. After all the Mayas did clear the tropical 

quasi - rain forests having 71" rainfall in the Peten region 
26 without haVi.ng a developed metallurgy. Bhardwaj,. writing 

about the pha sea in· the development of iron concludes that 

upto 600 B.c. the iron metallurgy was 1n an elementary stage 

of development. This is evident from the wasteful rich metal• 

lif'erous slags· discovered from the strata belonging to this 

phase. During this phase small objects of wrought iron were 

made. T4e period be~ween 600-200 B.C. witnessed experimentations 

with the processes of carburi7.at1on and registered some advance. 

as indicated by the prolific use or this metal. Wootz or steel 

making pro cess was mastered between 200 B.c. and 200 A.D. 2_7 

• I 
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\#lrou.ght iron (in use until 600 B.C. or may be in later phases 

of experimentation) is tougher than other available metals. 

but it would not take a satisfaetorly sharp edge which was 

obtains ble only in steel. 28 One wonders if the iron tools 

of the early historical phase could constitute any dramatic 

advance over the 'copper and stone tools, as far as agricul· 

tural productivity was concerned.29 

From our d1scuasion so far the following problem areas 

have emerged-Athat was the role of politibal structure in 

bringing, about urbanisation? V."hat was the role ot iron in 

ceeating potentialities tor surplus? Little has been done 

to relate• in depth po~itical or economic changes to the social 

structure. This is partly because of the lack of adequate data. 

However, whatever data is avail~ble can be used tor testing 

some hypotheses which have been fo nnu~ated by various anthro

pologists reg~rcling the process of state formation and urbani

sation. 

The review of the works done so far on urbanisation in 

ancient India indicates one interesting fact. Some writers 

seem to be talking about urbanisation as 1£ the process of 

chan.ge was uniform all over the sub-continent. They ~o occas~o

nally· talk about the Ganges Valley or the Magadb region, but 

they never differentiate between the region they are talking 

about and India as such. Thus, we have the anomalous situst.1on 
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where generalisations are made for the whole of India without 

having regional studies. One or the factors in the emergence 

o£ towns is their· geographical location and site catchment areas. 

We do not have studies which pay adequate attention to locatio

nal factors. thus, there is a serious need to 'understand the 

emergence of cities in·terms or their ecological setting. It 

1 s only after understanding the patterns ot adaptation to the 

local environment that we can make meaningful comparisons and 

generalisations about the process of urbanisation in ancient 
CIJI1~R U~~hf 

India. Besides. there has been very little ol the broader , 
·theoretical problems in the Indian context. These hypotheses 

and generalisation could be useful for understanding the problem 

o£ transition from pre-urban to urban society. Thus, in the 

following section we shall briefly review some of the theories 

of the origins or civilization, because it is within this 
, 

framework that the phenomenon or urbanism bas to be located. 

1.2 

The term 'Urban revolution' was introduced by Gordon Childe 

to describe the transition from pre-literate agricultural socie• 

ties to more complex civilized societ1es.3° lt occurred in 

different areas of the world independently and at different times. 

Childe provided a list of ten criteria which, he thought, were 

universal to all the early urban centres. But, since then most 
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or these traits have been found to be missing from one or 
·~·· 

other ot the early urban ce.ntres. Thus monumental public 

buildings were absent in China .31 t~r1t1ng was absent among 

the Incas.32 In tact even the formation of .cities as phy

sical entities which has been emphasised by Childe was appa

rently not t.rue of all the cases. Egypt lacked cities until 

late second millennium a.c. 33 Maya centres ot early phase, 

having no resident population, can not be called cities. 

Various cultural characteristics express the individuality 

of cultures and any generalized set of traits tor the 1dent1• 

ficat1on of urbanism might be misleading.34 Even though 

different cu.ltur~l traditions present diverse formal character1s· 

tics, the effect of the urban revolution everywhere wao to 

bring in a new set of social and economic institutions deci

sively and relatively rapidly into positions ·or dominance. 

The core trends which are universal to all the civilized. 

societies are social stratification, urbanism, political 

differentiation (emergence of state) and craft specialisation.35 

Cities are the final outcome of this proce~s of trans• 

formation. \'ie define cities as units or settlement which . 
perform specialised functions in relationship to a broader 

hinterland.36 This relationship of interdependence, favour

able to the city, usually em3nates trom its advantageous 

geographical location (location on trade routes. control of 
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natural resources etc.). While numerous inhabitants or a 

city mf)y engage in rood production the specialised functions 

of a city are non-agricultural ln nature. They are socially 

stratified, politically organised and territorially based 

societies. They are characterised by specialisation of 

activities and given to secondary and impersonal relation

ships. 

Urban centres flourished in state societies. As pointed 

out earlier, urban societies were characterised by certain 

un1form1t1e s in the institutional s·tracture. The locus o:f 

transformation lay in the realm of social organisation. 

Thus, we shall briefly reviev1 the theoric::> which discuss the 

problem of organisational change in this pb~·se of d~veloproent, 
within the context or the emergence of states and c1v111-

zat1on. There could be states \"lithout cities but there was 

no city without state. The theories of the origins of civi

lized societies can be broadly grouped into two set of hypo

theaes.(1) urban society emerged ns. a result of conflict 
-

inside the social structure, (11) it originated out of con-

flict among different communities. 

Gordon Childe wa~ the proponent of the first ty,)e of. 

causality.37 He believed that the civilized societies emer• 

ged as a result of augmented rood production caused by_ techno

logical improvements. J\eeordi.ng to him social stratificatio.n, · 
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and increase in population became posnible only because of 

increased surplus l>"lbich enabled people to have greater 1e1~.ure 

time. 'Thus', he says, "each primary producer paid over the 

tiny surplus he could wring_ from the soil with his still 

very limited technical equipment as tithe or. tax to an 

imagim ry de1 ty or to a divine king- who thus concentrated 
,, 

the surplus. The idea of a surplus over and above the req~ir« 

menta or the peasant, as lending to stratification and urbani

sation has been severly criticised by many writers. One 

cannot define a potential level of productivity at a given 

stame o£ technology, rroo Which actual consumption could be 

substracted, to define the surpl\.ls. we have the example of 

the Mayan civilization .flourishing on slash and bum culti

vation without domestication of any draft animal, wheeled 

tronsport oY developed metallurgy. There is no inherent 
I 

tendency among the farmers to produce at the highest poten

tial'level consistent with the technological advance. The 

introduction of more efficient methods of production need 

not lead to greater output, which would give, an opportunity 

to the powerful groups to siphon off the surplus. The 

'domestic mode of production' is a 'Rroduction.for provi

sioning', meaning that more efficient tools of prod\lct1on 

will lead to greater lcis\lre and lesser work for the peasant. 

Ethnographic studies all ove.r the world have shown that the 
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prestate economics are under-productive. They seem "not to 

realise their own economic capaciti.es, labour power is under 

used, technological means are not fully engaged, mtural 

sources are left untapped.".3S In tact agricultural suplu-

ses are defined and mobilised in a particular institutional 

setting. The p~sence of urban centres in the third world 

countries where millions d1e of malnutrition aDd famine 

effectively negates this way of conceptualising the 'surplusr39. 

Besides, in many instances the basic tools or agriculture and 

craft work show no signs of systematic improvement before• 

or immediately after state tormation.4° 

In the Indian context the advent of iron technolog has 

been said to have catalysed urban processes by increasing 

agricultural product! vity. However any increase in agri

cultural p~duetivity can be accounted for by many factors 

basically related to human understanding of the existing 

energy sources. Thus, crop rotation, introduction ot new 

varieties or crops, irrigation, use of manures and greater 

input of h~n labour during various phases of crop production 

\dll be as important as the 1n'trodllction or a tool tipped 

with iron •. 

\l"hile food production was a pre-condition for the urban 

revolution it was not sufficient by 1 tself. That is why 
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Martin Orans bas visualised 'surplus' as the 'gross amount 

of deployable wealth' .41 In this kind of formulation one 

is not looking for the slightly higher p.mduetivety above 

the biological needs; Instead one has to look into a chain 

or socio-cultural processes which can be generate4 through 

political or religious symbols • One can conceptual1se cul

turally defined requirements of population stimulating ex

change and also technological improvements. Thus, the notion 

ot •surplus• becomes a part or interdependent. network or 
cause and effect affecting social change rather than an 

independent variable. 

Julian Ste'tllrd, tried to work out a sequence of the , 

stages of evolution of communities from the hunting-gathering 

level to the state level. 42 He integrated archaeological 

data and anthropological theory and tried to account for the 

specific forms of social 1nst1 tutions 1n terms of adaptation 

to the specific techno-environment. The locus or cultural 

pro cess was in the dynamic articulation or these environ

mental and socio•cul tural systems. Steward .found that the 

·states he had investigated were located in semi-arid areas. 

According to him the existence of state in such a setting 

was related to its organisational requirements. People 

needed irrigation for an assured supply or food. Irrigation 

in turn required organization and co-ordination by eome 
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authority. It led to the or1gln o£ state societies. It 

was Karl Wittfogel who systematically propounded tbe theory 

o£ irrigation civilization. According to him the e£!ective 

management o£ water tor irrigation required an efficient 

societal organisation. In this kind of 'hydraulic economy• 

the state power embodied in t.he despot ultimately assumed 

the managerial functions. Adams, who has examined this 
-

hypothesis in Mesopotania, does not find any evidence in 

support of it. The earliest neolithic communi ties in the 

Diyala region and in Southern Mesopotamia were located along 

natural water channels which dissect<:'d the plains due to 

the natural meandering of t.he rivera. 43 There was no need 

of organisation for expl1ot1ng these channels. In the early 

w.ritten records there are very few references to control of 

irrigation. Irrigation was not controlled by the king but . 

minor officials of the temple.44 In modern times tribesmen 

staying in sou~hern Mesopotania dig the irrigation canals by 

themselves showing that irrigation canals do not always 

require state organ1sat1on.45 

Scholars like Marvin Harris, 4-6 Carne1ro47 and Morton 

Fried.4S have propounded a model of stat-e formation tbat can 

be called 'scarcity model• • Fried defined state as the orga

nisation evolved to maintain the unequal access to the basic 

resources.·· This kind of organisation was preceded by strati• 

fication and emergence o£ private ownership. Fried posited 
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these changes to a growing population pressure. 49 Carneiro 

otters a much more elaborate and sophisticated theory or 
population growth leading to state formation. He believes 

that increasing population pressure in a naturally or 

socially c1rcumscr.l bed area led to war and subjugation ot 

one group by another. This gave rise to social strati£1 ... 

c~tion and state. Environmental circumscription occurred 

when a population lived in an area surrounded 'by mountains, 

jungles deserts or some other natural barrier. Social cir

cumscription occurred where a tribe was circumscribed by the 

existence of other groups, so t.hat it did not have the possi• 

bilit1es of expansion. The population kept increasing in the 

centre, leading to 1ncreas1~- pressure on scarce resources .. 

After a certain point the only possibility of survival was 

the subjugation or other groups. This pro cess finally led 

to the subjugation of all other groups by one group 1n a 

particular area. SO This group became the ruling class of 

emergent state societies. Jleolithic societies are supposed 

to have a naturol tendeacy towards population srowth. It 

has been shown in the case of Kung bushmen that se dentari

zation leads to reduction in the artificially maintained 

longer periods o:f child birth. 51 Young has in fact tw..ed 

to account tor the origin or urban centres in Mesopotania 
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soleley on the basis or population increase. 52 Scholars 

.Jsil' 

like Marvin Harris see all the pre-modern societies as 

developing in response to population pressure. 53 

The belief in htman reproductive increase outstripping 

the productive ability is not well founded. Population may 

or may not increase. It is· a social .rather than a biological 

phenomenon. The notion or relentless population increase unres

ponsive to other variables is not correct. •Most of the socie

ties most of the time do not seem to have had over-population 

problems, and if some societies some of the tine have bad 

these problems, then the reasons are not self' evident". 

Demographi e Variables respond to a host of economic, techno

logical, social and ideological factors. In fact during late 

Roman and early Byzantine periods in both western and eastern 

Europe there was a sustained population decl1ne.54 

Certain arehaeologicnl and ethnological dota also ind1 cate 

the We9kness of 'population increas~ hppothesis. In Iran 

urban development followed. a period or depopulation rather 

than population :lncrease.55 The Chimbu tribesmen of New 

Gut nett have a population density of 400 persons per squre mile. 

Even with such high popul~tion density they do not have any 

social ranking or strati£icat1on.56 Many human groups engage 

in various types of practices which maintain the population 

at a homeostatic leve1. 57 So, if there is a population 
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increase or decrease in a society, it will have ...._. ;lw!iiU& 

to be explained by its social context. tn Mesopotamia, during 

the early phase of urbanisati~n we have evidences of a popu

lation shift rather than any population increase.58 The con

cept ot carrying capacit!y itself is quite vague. First it is 
~ 
t-

not testable. More important is the fact that the selection 
• 

of the key components of natural envilfanment, at a g1 ven state 

of technology for-deciding the carrying capacity of a delimited 

area is itself arbitrary. In select.ing components ·for the sub

sistence system one bas to find out what ·food sources are cru.cial. 

This selection means ignoring some important food sources. 59 

There is enormous variability of survival under diff'erent diet 

conditions. What. food item is marginal .at orie time may be deci

sive at another •. A food item available only 111 small .quantity 

and ususlly ignored may be the one that at critical moments 

prevented starvation.60 There are no fixed variables, rather 

there a.re ranges or variables in subsistence systems. Some of 
1;,r~r~c~bl'11111 

the variables are technological, texchange ractors)rltual and ., 
dietary. Even site selection, cutting, burning, cropping, fallow-

ing, use ot different kinds of seeds, ground preparat16n, 

weeding, harvesting etc, can have signifi.cant impact on food 

production individually and collectively. 61 

Trade symbiosis and war have also be en sug~ested as stimu

la~ts for state formation. But they also have been found to be 
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dependent variables. War has been found to occur in pre-state 

societies and states have be en fonned where there is no pos-
. 62 

sibility of trade symbiosis. 

In order to develop an app.reech which specified social 

determinants in evolution Adams and Flannery have suggested 

a multi-causal explanation. Adams attacked the simple minded 

technologl.cal determinism of \'littfogel. In fact he kept emphas

ising th:'lt urba.n revolution has to be understood primarily as 

a change in the realm of social organisation. But partially 
\! 

due to the lack of data and pa rt1ally because of the kind of 

material he, is handling when it comes to giving his own exp

lanation be falls back on typical cultural materialist position 

So he also emerges w1 th a generalized kind of approach emphasi

sing environmental adaptation, population growth or trade 

symbiosis as instrumental causes of change. No specific social 

dynamic te postulated and so the causes of evolution hAve to 

be sought outside the social framework. 63 Flannery's articbt. 

rejects the cultural materialist position and provides quite 

a few insight into the problem. 64 He uses ~be ooncept of 

control hierarchy applied to various societies. In this 

scheme tlie immediate production process 1 s at the lowe at 

level, the goals or production and distribution at the next 

level and the administrative and ideological maintenance 

at the third and highest level. He has discussed a number 
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or ways in which control can shift from one level to another. 

A special purpose institution related to lower level control 

hierarchy can develop into a general purpose sub-system, due 

to various kinds or stresaes a society undergoes~ A war leader . 
might be a minor functionary in a no:mal situation but in 

the time or war he can become the most important official. 

Similarly, i·rrigation control may be taken over by higher 

levels of control hierarchy in certain situations. The evolu

tion of certain institutions from system serving (special 

purpose) to self serving (general purpose) puts additional 

stress on the system. This might lead to establishment of 

yet another special purpose institution. This process or 

segregation and centralisation leads to state formation. 

Thus, either ot the mechanisms like population growth, social 

circumscription, warfare, irrigation, trade symbiosis, can 

lead to change. Flannery's model clearly indicates the 

weaknesses of the cultural materialist approach by showing 

thet evolution can be directed feom above. But as in the 

case of Adams' model the evolutionary mechanisms that are 

sought to account for ehanges are something external to the 

system. Be it warfare or be it irrigation, the social 

system does not seem to contain in itself the social proper

ties which would account for the actual forms of control and 

their evolution. "What evolves is cocial 

fUnctimnal hierarch1es". 65 
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So tar the most convincing model of state format.ion has 

'b been provided by Friedman and Rowlands. We shall briefly 

describe their model. 

The tribal system's basic production and exchange units 

are local lineages. They are dependent on other similar 

groups for their biological reproduction. The structure 

linking production ani exchange determine the specifi-

city of the tribal system. Economic activity in these 

systems is directly related to the supernatural. A local 

lineage which produces a surplus is able to convert 1t into 

a community feast 1n which prestige is gained, because the 

production of such surplus is consldered the bounty of the 

gods. As influence is defined in terms of geneolog1cal pro

ximity, the particular line age will be considered an older 

lineage, a direct descendant oi' the founder ancestor. \~omen 

a~e given to other lower status groups in exchange for a 

bride price which is commensurate with the high prestige 

of the wife giver. 67 ·rhu.e, differences in prestige are 

continually converted into the relative ranking of the 

lineage through asy~~etric alliance. These alliances 

generate a flow o£ debt payments, bride price and food at 

matrimonial and funeral ceremonies am various other kinds 

of services from the lower to higbe r ranking lineage. 
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In this way surplus p~ duced by certain. lineages in 

turn leads to increased control over the labour and produce 

of other groups. In favourable circumstance-s the relative 

affinal rank turns into an absolute one, in course or time. 

The chief 1 s considered a direct descendent or the territorial 

deity. Thus, we have the emergence of a conical clan struc

ture. In this system all rank is defined in ter,ms of its 

proximity or distance to the chiefly lineage and not is 

direct relationship to the fou.nder deity. As a living line

age occupies the position of mediator between the gods and . 
other lineages, it receives tribute and corvee as the cost._: 

o£ performing functions necessary for the welfare of the 

community as a whole. In this way the chief acq11ires control 

over the total labour of the community. 

The upper stratR.. exercise their power through the posses

sion of valuables brought in exchane,e from distant neighbours. 

The higher the ranking the wider the exchange network. That 

is why the chiefs have access to valuable goode from the grea~

test distance. So, extension of control O!er local labour 

goes hand in hand with an expanding exchange network. Thus, . 

we have a situation where the leadership oontinu&lly gene

rates the surplus to get these valuables in exchange .. The 

development or rank itself becomes the deve~opment of the 

productive force. 
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The conical clan structure leads to a hierarchical 

ranking system which is absolute~ Thus we have a typical 

segmented hierarchy in which the ruler has absolute mono

poly of' the highest deity·, controlling an aristocracy dis• 

persed throughout the region where the focus of' control 

centres on a local deity. This bas been called the 'asiatic 

state' by the writers. The em.ergent class f'ormati:on is that 

of the commoner lineages, increasingly excluded from the 

rituals and slaves, produced by debt and capture, .fo:nning 

one group. In the asiatic state the nobles become the 
wR.owv 

channels through ~the local economic surplus is trans-

ferred to the king. The growth o£ agricultural surplus leads 

to craft specialisation in the centre. Inter regional exchange 

develops markedly in this period for the exotic objects to , 

be used in burials, rituals etc. 

This prestige goods economy is .further elabo.rated in 

the 'duali~tic stat~however, the prestige goods economy 

itself undermines the former'J source of control based on 

genealogical proximity to the deities. Monopoly over tile 

sources of prestige items is a new form of control which is 

different from the older ritual economic .form. The large 

scale increase in production for exchange requires a hi&b 

demand for labour. Thus, there 1 s large scale import of 

labour from neighbouring groups. ThatL is why • 'le have the 
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/ evidence of oome kind of population explosion in the political 

centres in this period. The development of poli t1 cal hierarchy 

leads to larger political units. 

The next phase called territorical and city states emerges 

out of the expansion of the prestige good system. The increas

ing demand for prestige goods itself fosters the . possibility 

of local centres, producing those items, becoming more impor

tant b:':l ses of power. Higher demam leads to increasing 

regional division of lnbour. The sub-centres might become 

economically more important than the politically dominant 

centre. Thus, the political hierarchy might break down into 

a number of centres competing over labour and land. This leads 

to conflict among the states and in this phase fortified cities 

appear. 

The emerging administrative institutions focus their 

activities on long distance 'trade as their political structure 

is dependent 'on external trade. They have to organise pro

d';lction, ensure supplies of raw materials and food. The 

growing external tMde fosters new division of' labour. The 

increase in external trade depends upon the capacity o£ the 

system to maintain an increasing number b f food producers. 

~ie have the evidence of abandonment of dispersed settlements 

and nucleation around the urban centres. Of course this nuclea-
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•tion itself might depend on some techno-environmental 

factors. The emergence of urbsn territorial states as a 

whole depend.s on a competition for labour, land ard external 

trade among competing units. Similarly, the possibility of 

intensive farming provides a spur to nuclealion, emergence 

of territorial states is characterised by a fully developed 

areal economy in which the local centres become dependent 

upon the production of a wider area. 

The general model presented above does not apply directly 

to empiric::-.1 situations. There will be space variant~ accord

ing to particular geographical settings. Neverthleas those 

variants generated by local settings should be considered 

regional specificities of general processes underlined in 

the model. In the follo\"fing section we shall try to work 

out certain identifiable processes and traits associated with 

pre-urban and urban societies, 

In the tribal society, settlements should be small and 

almost equal in size. They should be uniformly distributed 

without any settlement hierarchy. The individual household 

units are also of roughly equivalent size but there will be 

at least one larger structure having stronger ritual impor

tance. Minor ritual remains like clay fiii;"Urines, hearths, 

pottery etc. c>n be expected from all the houses. However, 

evidences for the ritual activity focussing on fertility, 
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prosperity and ancestor-w~rsh~p 'are-likely to be variable 

for various units depending on the position of the occupants 

in the segnentary hierarchy. The evidence for increasing 

control over the religious affairs of the coa?J~unity, can be 

found in redistribution and ritual feasting. There l'lill be 

evidence for the exclusive control of elite o~Dhigh status 

goods. They are used mostly for burials and ritual offerings. 

The art forms are generally abstract and geometric. 

The 'Asiatic state• is characterised by the emergence of 

monumental buildings which indicates the absolute rank1~ 

and the emerging class structure of the society. A two 

tiered settlement hierarchy emerges. There should be evi

dences or increase in rural popufation and concentration 

of craft specialists in the centre. There will be evidence for 

long distance trade and conspicuous consumption of luxury 

items among tm elite groups. Sh.~ng China and late Ubaid and 

early Uruk in f.feeopotamia are examples of this type of social 

organisation. 

The next phase which see~ a more clear cut separation of 

religious and secular structures is rna rked by an increase in 

specialised craft production. 'J.ne direct control exercised 

by the religious politi c,al hierarchy \>Jill lead to greater 

uniformity in craft products. One can expect high· status 
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items distributed throughout the political hierarchy. Theft!. 

will be an increase in long distance trade. There should be 

evidence of a reorganisation of function at the centre due 

to the emerging dualism in religion and polity. Along w1. th 

religious architecture there will be evidences for the con

struction or storage, acbP.inistrative and other secular p1.1blic 

buildings. 'lbe western Chou period and middle and late Uruk 

period can be cited as examples of this phase of development. 

This phase saw the emergence o.( three. to .four tiered h1er

srch1e~ of settlement. 6S 

The full nowering of the city state phase shows evi

dences of a rapid nucleation of population. The residential 

areas will be divided into numerous wards having smaller 

temples and public buildings. Evidences or commerce, 

markets, mediums of exchange. secular kingship and oligarchic 

control over large landed estates and dependen4ent labour 

class will be found. An increased emphasis on warfare also 

characterises this phase~ Separate administrati•e com

plexes and pa~aces will be found which indicate the emer

gence o! a seeu.la r kiD!; ship. This kind of social struet\lre 

is found in Eastern Chou p~riod in China and Early dynastic 

period in Mesopotamia ~• , 
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\>lhen such sophistication has been achieved i.n the theo

retical understanding of urbanism and archaeology has 'also 

taken tremendous strides in the direction or identifying 

societal development~, where does the Indian archaeology 

stand? We have not even been able to work out the transition 

from chiefdom to urban societies. let alone di vi. de them into 

various sub-phtt ses as Friedman ani Rowlands have done. From 

our discussion or various theoretical problems some points 

can be made about the Indian urbanism. ( i} the introduction 

of iron is not the only way of increasing productivity and 

(ii) more importantly, higher productivity by itself does 

not lead to urban! sation. ·Thus 1 we have to understand the 

processes of change in the social structure 1 tself. Some 

beginning has been made in this direction by Prof.nomila 

Thapar through attempts to understand the process of state 

format1on69 (which is likely to have been related with the 

'J1.6u.,u of urbanisation in ancient India). The Vedic society, 

according to her was a lineage based chiefdom in ~ich strati

fication· was reinforced by perpetual wars. This was because 

after victories in wars spoils were distributed differentially. 

\iith the settling down of pastoral communities, agriculture 

ooc~me the main occupation and land the most important form 

of property. 
-~.-

The elabo~te set of rituals provided the 
~ ~;~~ 
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ch1efs'legitimacy for their power~ The emergence oi Qahapatis 

signified the break up o£ the clan and emergence of 1ndiv1• 

dual property owners. 

The Vedic rituals helped establish higher st~tus for 

Kshatrlya s and Br~hm~pas. The need for more and more surplu.s 

on the part of these groups le:d to extension of cultivation. 
I 

Simultaneously commercial groups. also emerged; 1'3 rge scale 

trade was simply the spatial enlargement of earlier inter-tribal 

exchange practices. Seats of political power ·became the urban 

cent res. Emergence of Magadha, etc. signified full fledged 

state society. 

The analysis offers a brilliant fnsight tnto ancient 

Indian literature and makes af.l attempt to see the changes 

through a structural analysis o.f the ancient Indian society. 

However, some of the problems remain. Since, the texts 

reflect centuries of encrustration of beliefs and. ideas of 

a particular group of people i.e. the Brahmii}S, we get a 

biased picture of the developments. In this formulation. 

such categories as caste are basic units of analysis in 

social change. One wonders 1£ the whole of the Indian 

society in the 6th century B.c. was c11 vided along caste lines 

or whether caste was a universal phenomenon for the whole of 

Indiaa. Besides, the transition to state society implies a 
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structural discontinuity which hac to be explained by some 

newly emerging phenomenon. Prof. Thapar does talk about newly 

emerging agrarian society but these ch~;nges have not been 

adequately emphasised. Similarly, the Possibility of the 

exchange of goods inherent in the requirements of a tribal 

society and its elite. groups has not received full attention• 

This phenomenon is seen as the predecessor of the towns but 

it is not discus~e4 in detail• 

As stated in the be ginning the present study deals with 

the beQinfd.ng of urbanism in the Western Malwa region. In 

our view. in regional studies on urbanization,. the_ proper 

starting point .,ould be to understand the emergence of urban 

centres in a cultural ecological perspective. 6lltural ecology 

is defined as humgn adaptation to natural environment and 

surrounding people with whom. they are in contact, in the 

light of their historical eiperiences.7° It has been observed 

that the cultural ecqilogical approach does not provide ex

planation for changes occurring due to migration, w~P,·,.,dis

ease, climatic changes and many other such factors. These 

variables surely can not be 1gno~ed when one is examining 

the process of social change. However. the historical pro

cesses by whiCh a society acquires many of tts bnsic traits 

are complementary to studi~s of adaptive processes. There 
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are extensive borrowings of many cultural traits and trait. 

complexes· from diverse sources. But every community h~ s 

to come to terms with the environment. 71 Since, adaptRtion 

to the environment is a continuing process, migration or 

other such f'Bctors or cultural change are small episodes in 

the panorama of societal development. Thot 1 s why a proper 

understanding of the environmental setting is essential to 

the study of social change. \ve shalJ. be making an in depth 

study of the preceding neolit.hic ani chalcolithic cultures 

in their ecological set.t!ing and try to assess their contri

bution to the emergence of urban centres in the region selec

ted for study. In so doing we shall be examining the ex

change networks which existed even before the coming o£ the 

urban phase. Of course the hotly debated topic o£ the rela

tionship,,between technological change and urbanisation will 

not be totally ignored. Furthe r;.mor,, we shall be looking 

into the diverse fo~s of adaptation to micro-environmental 

2ones i.e. the existence or hunter gatherers, agricultai

turalists and pastoral - nomads and the symbiotic inter

action among these communities. This will lead us to examine 
c. 

the evidences wh~h• m~y be culled from relevant literature. 

Finally, we shall make a structural comparison of some of the 

major urban centres in the Ganges Valle¥ with the urban 

centres in our region. 
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\ve htlve, however, to concedc.that our sources for the 

study of the process of urbanisation are not too encouraging. 

Of course compared to the Ganges Valley, the Malwa region is 

better explored and we have some excavat1:on reports from sites 

like Maheswar and Ravdatoli \ihich can give u.s some idea of 

the pre-urban cultures in the region. However, foJ' the urban 

phase, except for the reports ~~m sites like Ujjain, Mandasaur 

etc. we know very little. \~atever excacations th~t have 

been done for the urban phase are in the nature of vertical 

excavations \~ich do not provide any idea of the settlement 

patterns w.ithin the city. Very many sites belonging to the 

urban phase have been explored, ·wt their dating remains 

suspect. The reports do not indicate \'lhether the sites belonged 

to· the earrly or later phase of urbanisation. For a geogrr.Jphi

cal pnrspective on urbanisation one needs an understanding of 

interaction among various sites and how they affect the loca

tion and size of each other. Cities do not grow in a Vacuum, 
... 

rather their existenee is imperative upon an articulation of 

a set of relationships with the surrounding areas (hinterland). 

Unfortunately no such stuqy of settlement patterns exists. 

No attempt-s have be·en made so far for site catchment analysis. 
\'V\. 

\'Je face similar. pro))lemsAdiscussing the literary sources. 

References to the Malwa region are very few in the early 

literature. Besides, the dating of these texts is suspect. 
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In the later phases there ere very many references to 

cities like Ujjain.. Especially Kalidasa' s Meghdutam, Skanda 

and I - . Sivapural'}ashave glowing descriptions of this place. 

But they belong to a much later p~riod aui can only m of 

partial use to .us. We shall also be using ethnographic studies 

done for the region. They are very few. So far, little 

attention bas been given to studying the patterns of inter

action among the various tribal groups and the peasant com

munities. 

~Ji th all the handicaps which we face ,in formulating 

hypotheses for the beginnings of urbanism ,in the t1estern 

Mal-vJa region, an attempt in this direction is overdue. The 

phase of 'aherds and patcbe s' archaeology has lasted too 

long and there is a neod to come out of '~'ibeeler'li trenches'. 

One has to make a beginning with whatever little data one 

has. 4-fter all, data collection and their interpretation 

are insep~rable processes. 
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CHAPTER II THE QIOC>GRAPHICAL BACK-GROUND 



The Mal via region lying in the middle of India ( 20° 10' 
0 t 0 t 0' ' 

N-25 10 N and 73 45 E-79 14 E) forms a distinct geo-

graphical unit. 1 In the west 1 t is girded by the Vindhyan 

ranges ani its off-shoots running from Jhabua to Pratap• 

garb. Tbe M.ukundwara range, dissected by many channels 

forms its northern boundary •. The eastern limits of this 

region are d(~£1ned by the Sagar plat~ and Rath Bagar. 

To the south it is surrounded by the Satpuras. In the 

present study we intend to concentrate on the western 

Melwa region, roughly leaving out the areas east of Bhopal. 

This was the ancient Avanti region which emerged as one 

of the most important political powers in the sixth century 

B.c. The areas east of Bhopal present a different land

scape1 . Unlike the wide expanse of the undulating black 

soil in l"lestern Mqlwa this region ie hilly, having a few 

agricultural pockets here and there. 

The region studied here consists of the gentle level 

sl~pes with black soil, the Nannada trough and the area 

dissected by the Vindhyas towards the south and west. 

· \'1ith1n this region there are certain variations in the 

environment which could lead to significantly diverse 

f'orms of human adaptation.. There are differences in phy

sical relief, rainfall and vegetation. 
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The Vindhyan ranges, in the present case mainly the 

Dhar upland and the area bett.ieen Jhabua and Pratapgarh, 

have an elevation ranging fJ:Om 450i1a. to 600m. This hilly 

area with its steep slopes is mostly forested, making it 

a safe haven for tribesmen who maintain their primitive 

ways of life.. The Narmada trough has an elevation varying 

between 150m. to 300m. The fertile land arouQd. it has at

tracted agricultural settlements from very early times. 

The black soil region is also an area of attraction for 

agriculturalists. But variations in rainfall and soil 

cover introduced significant differences in the patterns 

of living in this area. 

If one looks at the rainfall pattern the .entire region 
. 

has a semi a'f:'id climate. However, several micro regions 

exist in this zone. Areas like Mand9;saur, Jhalaw.or and 
2 

Sllsner have less than 80cm. rainfall • The vegetation 

of this area is of the dry tro!)icnl type having thorny 

bushes. Ujjain, Jhabua, Indore, Dhar and most other areas 

have slightly higher rainfall (between 85cm and 11 Ocm). 

Th1 s area is characterised by dry deciduous forests. That 

is why. one finds a change in terrain and cultural setting 

1f one moves north-west ward. Passing from Nagda to Ratlam 

one t.Lnds a change from the fertile black soil to a rugged 

ani dissected territory. The undulating plateau merges 

with the offshoots of the western Vin.dhyas tunning north-
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... wards. Soil is less retentive of water and has a reddish 

hue. Scattered·boulders and basalt are strewn in the area. 

Similarly, the areas falling in the upper Chambal-Parvati 

basin are covered with fertile black soil. Thus, districts 

like Dhar, Ujjain, Indore, Dewas, and Mandasau.r attracted 

agriculturalists £rom the earliest times. This area has 

a fiat topography with a :f'etrl hills and ridges here and there. 

But as one moves northward to places like Bhanpur, Pachpahar 

and Jhalarpatan, etc. there is a marked decrease in the 

total eul ti vable land available3. Traditionally associated 

i:dth .. pastoral communities this area forms part of the Chambal 
" .... 

badlands. Overgrazing and other natural factors have led to 

massive gulli erosion by the river Chambal. Large areas 

have turned into infertile waste. 
:.< 

The'·• southern Malwa region comprises of the ranges of 

the Vindhya s.. It has a variety or relief .features. This 

area is characterised by dissected s~arps, thick forests 

and sparse population.. They dip southwards and merge with 

the Narmada trough. ·The Narmada trough, primarily consis

ting of the Nimar Plain and upland, is a fertile region at 

the lowo..reaches., 

2-.2 

w-e intend to examine the environmental variables in a 
e<t.afogi-c.QI . 

cultural,.._perspeetive. lie define ecosystems as a population 
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comprising a set or species whose reactions to- the habitat 

and co-actions between each other constitute an integrated 
/ 

system having some degree of unit character. The members 

behaving with rete renee to their dieaimilari ties engage in 

inter--specific relationships called symbiosis4. This will 

help us understand the patterns of adaptation to nature and 

long tenn interaction among too communities. It mignt shed 

light on the problem of cha~ from pre-urban to urban so-, 

ciety. 

,~n the Malwa region three groups having distinct pat

terns of adaptatio~, can be seen. On the plains we have 

the agriculturalists; in the hilly regions and the rocky 

outcrops which dot the entire area, primitive tribal groups 

have resided fxom time immemorial. People like the Bhils 

seem to have been hunter gatherers in pre-modern times; 

in the drier parts going upto the Mathur a region in north

-east and merging with Rajasthan in north-west there were 

pastoral nomads. It seems tb!tt the three peoplep i.e. the 

N1sadas and Bhils, the Abhiras and the Malavas who have 

be en traditionally associated with this region, indicate 

the three types of adaptation outlined above. The Bhils 

were primarily hunters, the Abhiras engaged in pastoral 

nomadism and the Malavas (another group was tadus in the 

earlier period) were communities who settled for agr.l• 
e.. 

culturA)• 
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The word Bhil is a generic term for hunters. It 1s 

derived from the Tamil word Bhilawar meaning bow man5. 
l . 

The female ascetic ~abari in Valmiki Ramayana was a Bhll. 
. . . ' 

Similarly the M.ahabharata describes a fight between Sankar 
) 

disguised as a Bhil and Arjuna6. All this shows that the 

Bhils were believed to be living in forests. ~hey occupy 

mostly the hilly areas. Although, distributed all over the 

f.ial\o:a plateau, they are concentrated in Banswara, Jhabua, 

~Dher and West Nim~r. They use dialects derived from Raja

sthl;;ni, Gujrati, M.alvi etc. languages, according to their 

proximity with particular agricultural community. This 

indicates tremendous inter-action between the agricultu

ralists and the hunting gathering groups. The interaction 

between the communities of the hills and communities of 

the plains works out in a few discernible patterns. The 

Bhl~ work as agricultural labourers on the plains in periods 

of scarcity which coincides with the sowing season. 'i'hey 

supply firewood and wild produ.cts like honey, Venison and 

Mohua nowers to neighbouring peasant communities. Thus, 

two kinds of exchanges have been r;eking place between the 

agriculturalists and the hill people i.e. the exchange of 

.labour and the exchanef3 o£ food items. This kind or cul

tural interaction bas been continuing since hoary anti

quity. In this pattern of interaction there has been conti

nuous process of mingling of the peasants and hunters7 • 
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()... 

Even the famous king Vikra~tya after whom the Malave -era is named was related to Bhil groups. He belonged 

to the Garabhilla tribe. The 'Bhilla' ending might su~ 
.,... 

gest some relationship with the Bhils. This is indicative 

of the switch-over from hunting gathering way of' life to 

agriculture in the early historical per1od,a pattern which 

might be observed even earl1erg. 

;!'he pastoral nomads living on the margins of the Malwa 

plateau present another interesting case of adaptation to 

the local conditions. Pastoralism is a mode of life pri·

marily dependent upon herding of animals. It involves 

regular movements in search of new pastures to areas which 

are m~rginal for the agriculturalists. /\t present they 

are confined to some hilly regions or the Vindhyas in pla

ces like Chindwara and Betul9. But there are indications 

that in ancient times this region had a sei zable. popu-

lation of pastoral nom-lds.. The Abhiras who have been tradi

tionally 'associated with pastoral nomadic activities have 

been associated with the Malwa region in the historical 

times. A lat~ Jain work Kalpa sutra refers to Malwa and 

some other regions as Abhirade$a10 • Mathura and its adjo

ining areas are considered their homeland by the Abhiras 

all over Ind.ia 11 • In fact one of the reasons tor the cre

ation of Chambal badlands is the excessive gra:ing by cattle. 
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These areas are s~ill frequented by pastoral nomads. Tbe 

legends of Krsna who was a Yadu prince always associate 
•• II 

him with the Gopas, a pastoral group. The close inter

action l:>etween these two communities ( Yadus and Gopas) 

in ancient India are 1nd1~ative of the symbiotic rela-
. 

tionship of the two communities. The Abhiras originally 

came from Rajasthan and Sindh and settled in various 

regions including the Malwa region 12 • Even in modern 

times Guna district and some other areas show a hil?iJ. pro

portions of pastoral castes13. This indicates sedentari

zation of pastoral communities in the past. Besides, 

place names like Gopagiri, As!a·garh ( Assa•Ah1r-garh), 

Gohand, etc. indicate some kind of relationship with 

cattle-herding. The rural bovine ratio is highest in 

middle India ( 100 am more per 100 people) • This might 

indicate the existence of large pastoral groups in the 

past. One is not associating this phenomenon with the 

existence ot particular tribes like the Abhiras or Yadavas, 

rather a kind of dynamic ecological adaptation by dif

ferent communities, is suggested. They may change when 

the ecolog.lcal system itself changes. \'lhen conditions 

favourable to pastoral nomalism~e.g. pressure on avail

able land, lengthy droughts and so on are reversed by the 

opening up of neti agricultural lland. The nature of a 
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nomadic settlement and the associated importance of' agri

culture can best be visualised as a mobile point along a 

continuum with t full sedentary' marking one end and t wholly 

1mpe rame nt' the other 14. 

Another interesting fact is that pastoral groups from 

Rajasthan and Gujrat come upto Indore and Bhopal in dry 

seasons15. Malwa plateau 1s a thoroughfare and area of 

attraction for nomadic peoples. Their numbers increase 

considerably in years of drought. Besides, itinerant mer

chan,~s like the Lambadas ani Banjaras also keep t):"aversing 

these areas. They sell salt and animal products like ghee, 

milk etc to the agriculturalists. In fact in Gujrat pasto

ral nomads pen their cattle in fields for manuring them. 

Some groups o£ iron smiths ( Gadia Lohsfu;) also come to 

this area. £rom Rajasthan. They make agricultural imple

ments and household articles like knives, containers etc16. 

The peasants and the pastoral nomads are interdepen

dent on each other. The pastoral nomads exploit areas which 

are marginal to the agriculturalists. They supply milk, 

curd, ghee and hides to the villagers, they manure their 

.fields and sometimes engage in other kinds of trading acti

vities like selling salt etc. The pastoralist in return 

get .tbod grains from the peasants without which they C'ln not 

survive, because more often th9n not tmy are in short Sl:tj!#lt 
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supply of food. I!t tact pastoral nomadism as a \iay ot 

lite presupposes the-existence of peasant groups which 

supply their food requ1retn9n ts. A year of drought might 

lead to an onruSh of large pastoral groups from Rajasthan 

to 14olwa. In certain cases of prolo.nged drought these 

communities might stay back in Malwa itself. Here one has 

an example of what can be called mal-adaptation; when pasto

ral1sts might persist with their ways of life in an agri-
-(.? vJ; o\N\a 6 H (\--

culturally exploitable niche.~ rastoral. castes seem to have 

be en generated where an intense peasant pa storali st symbio

sis was developed 17. Certain features of pastoral life also 

indicate the inherent instability of the total system. A 

pastoral group finding itself divested of its cattle might 

use hit and run methods against agriculturalists. They might 

take:' away the food items or sometimes might even subjugate 

the peasants H!. 

The agriculturalists cover the largest portion of ·the 

Malwa region. They have been the dominant group since early 

historical times and may be before that also. They occupy 

the whole of black soil region and as such provide the most 

important form of adaptation to the local environment. The 

early historical period saw the rise of cities in this very 

core region. 

As pointed out earlier, \Wastern Malwa is a lo\f rainfall 

zone. The black soil which covers this region is very fertile 
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is known to have supported agriculture for centuries With

out manuring or belng left follow19. A British agricul-
/ 

tural expert comment! ng on the farming practices in the later 

half of the 19th century has made some inte'rest.ing obser

vations. He says that the farmers rarely plou.gbed the field. 

They did not even use a harrow. Rather they employed a Dutch

-hoe \ihich was the only agricultural implement known to them. 

The soil swells in the rainy season after absorbing water. 

In summe.r they lose a large amount of moisture and shrink 

in consequence. \vide cracks develop in the soil, som&-

times as much as a metre deep. These cracks we.re filled. 

by the fine soil of' the surface with the help of' eome minor 

implement. This ensured a regular circulation of the soil. 

The cracks serve the function -or plough!~ by admitting free 
20 (J 

air into the body of the soil • Even in modern times in some 

parts of central India hard wood of kha1r etc are used for 

making ploughs and they do not have any iron ..:share21 • These 

agricultural pra-ctices can reasonably be expected to have 

prevailed in the same 1Wm or still more primi ti v~ form in 

early India. This knocks the ground out of such hypotheses 

which assume that a sufficient surplus could not be ~nerated 

without the iron technology, especially iron ploughs22. 

Due to low rainfall, farmers practise dry farming in 

Malwa. The soil is fertile enough to bear both the kharif 
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and Rabi crops without irrigation. Apparently' the soil is 

so retentive of moisture that even the small amount of rain

fsll for the spring season crop is su.ffi cient for plant 

gro\'lth23. Most of the rivers in this region .flow through 

high banks cutting past h9rd b-asaltic traps. The hard rocks 

afford very smllow channel for the streams. In the SWD.'ller 

season they cease fiO\'Jing altogether with a few poodles of 
' 

water left here and tb.ere24. Thus, even though the rivers 

like Chambal. Kali-sindh, Sipra, Parbat! etc. carry consi-

. derable volume of water in various seasons, they are of 

little use for agriculture. The steepness of their banks 

makes irrigation from their waters very difficult. It is · 

difficult to dig wells also because of the proximity of 

rock25. Even in 1971, ths total irrigated area in Malwa 

did not exceed 8~ of the total cultivated area26. 82~ of 

the total irrigated area has well-irrigation and the rest 

of its is by·ponds and canals27. 

If one maps the distribution pattern of the rural 

settlements with the relief types and the spread of the 

types of soil, one can discern the prime fact of environ

ment. Cultivation or its absence as determined by various 

natural factors has a lot or do with the kind of settlements 

that exist in this region. · The fertile plateau proper 

extending from the Mabi divide to the Betwa Sind basin 
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" 'I 1 J , 

presents uniform distribution of habitation. The area is 

criss-crossed by channels like Chambal, Parbati, Sim etc. 

Here the phys1cal·and cultural settings have combined to 

present a homogeneity in the spatial pattern of habitation. 

Inter-village distance var1es from 2•3 kms to 2-6 kms. This 

area and the Nimar plain on the Narmada are characterised 

by the compact type o£ rural settlements. Villages rane,.-e 

from a cluster of thirty to hundr~ds o£ dw~llings. Unlike -
these; the dissected relie.t oi' the Vindyas generate dis-

persed and scattered habitat1ons2a. 'the population dis-

t.r.L buttion pattern also clearly shows the fertile Malwa 

plateau to be the area of attract1on29. The areas traver

sed by the Vindhyas are characterised by sparse--habitations. 

Districts like Indore and Ujj.ain bave population density 

of 262 and 142 per km. respectively whereas districts like 

Sehore, pratapgarh etc. have population densities below 90 

persons per kms .... --. J\~1 the ancient cities which emerged 

in this region were located in the agriculturally fertile 

areas. This emphasises the fact of the dependence of the 

early cities on the surrounding agricultural hinterland. 

The socio-polit1cal structures which emerged in space 

and time were a result of the dynamic articulation of the 

interaction among the three groups >i.e. the hunter gatherers, 

~he pastoral nomads ani the agl"iculturalists. A kind of 
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/disequilibrium is structured into their relationship. The 

hazards of pastoral nomadic and hunting gathering ways of 

life in the presence of aggressive agricultural communities 

might have led to the shift of labour to the agricultural 

communities./ It would be interesting to look into the 

factors whiCh caused imbalances. in this pattern of inter

action among these three groups in ancient Indian context. 

4notre r interesting factor to be taken note of is that the 

Malwa region f'u.ncttoned as a connecting li.nk between the 

northern and southern India~ Communi ties have ihigrated 

from the Indus region to this area even in the histori-

c9l timesy The contrasts outlined above among the three 

different patte~s of. adaptation are reinforced by these 

migrations. One. can reasonably pypothesise that the com

munities which will emigrate from north-west tiill be pri

marily pastoral nomads./ On the other hand we may assume 

that the communities emigrating from Agra-Mathura region 

should be both agricult.u.ralists and pastoral nomads. To 

the east of the Malwa region we have dense forests o£ 

Mandla region which will foster hunting gathering way of 

life. Thus, the contrasts inside the Malwa. region are 

further articulated by the different types of areas which 

surround it. The requirements of the three groups fun

ctioning in a wider tvorld of the \1ihole of northern India 

stimulated exchange activities. In tact some. of the 
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\A. 

vities could take place. Big settlements like Bag~ in 

Khargofll fDd Manpur in Indore, are examples of contact point 

settlement30. 

None o£ the Malwa plateau rivers is navigable~ However 

some sections or the Narmada can be traversed · for a few months 

of the ye ar3). Thus, Mahe swar erne rged, as a city in ancient 

India not simply because it was located at the heart of a 

fertile agricultural plain but also because it w~s the point 

where Nannada could be crossed with great eaee. Even in the 

medieval period a place called Akbarpur adjacent to Maheewar 

was used as the crossing point on Narmada. This was because 

the r1 ver at this point was about one mile broad and no deeper 

than three feet. It was easily fordable with camel for most 

of the year32 • This st~teh o£· plain-land about 16 miles 

long in the Barhwa Mahes~ar is succeeded and preceded by deep 

valley6and go'rges •. Not only this, the usually steep scarps 

of the Vindhyas can be easily cros~ed here. Thus, even in 

modern ~imes the road to 'Dha r and Indore passes through this 

area. That is why, the ancient routes converged on the 16 mile 

stretch of Mahesw~r plains33. Crowded villages on road and 

r1 ve r crossings can be seen is Bistan, Peti, Silawad etc. in 

the Khargone district. Internal compe.ti.tion and conflict 

among the agriculturalists has also given rise to stronghold 

fortresses on hill spurs. From these fortresses the chiefs 

could control the agricultural population and sometimes save 
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them from the depredations of. other groups. Fortresses 

like those of Bijagarh, Ramgarh (Khargone). Asirgarh 

(Khandwa) indicate ani old pattern of adaptation to defence 

requirement s34. 4·1alwa region was famous for 1 ts exports 

or precious and semi-precious stones. This kind of acti

vity has been found associated. with· the oldest agricul

tural communities in the area i.e. the Kayatha culture. 

These semi precious stones are found in many areas of r..talwa. 

U jjain exported semi-precious stones in the early histori

cal period to west. Specialised working in stone quarries 

could b~ve given rise to some sitesv 

The rather simplified picture presented above regarding 

the ecology of' the region; has taken us very close to the 

cultural materialist position. Let us reassert the fact 

that the environmental factors simply act as formative in

fluence;.. There is always a possibility • that communities 

will continue with their old forms of adaptation even though 

more rational forms or exploitation of nature are kno~n to 

thern35. \'Jhat we are aiming at is an understanding of the 

societal processes which functioned in a particular ecolo

gical setting. Environmental factors do not explain the 

origin of states and urban centres but simply form the 

background for the ·emergence of particular kinds of 

so cia 1 formations • 
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The Kayatha culture complex represents the earliest 

known agricultural settlement in the Malwa region. Kayatha 

is situated in district Ujjain on the bank of the river 
' 

Choti-kali-sindh. The Kayatha culture spanned over a peri

od of two-hundred years i.e. between c. 2000 B.c. and C 

1800 B.C 1• The Kayatha people with their advanced copper 

metallurgy and specialised stone blade industry, do not 

see~ to have had any antecedent in this area. This indi

cates that they came here from some other area. Thus, even 

at this early stage certain soc~o-economic processes were 

generating population movements. It is, however, difficult 

to answer what these processes were or where from the sti

mulants came. 

So far, over forty sites with traits of the Kayatha 

culture have been discovered. They are mostly located in 

the black soil region around the tributaries of tihe Chambal 

ri ver2. At the same time the time span of the Kayatha cul

ture is co-eval With a part of the time span of the Indus

-v~lley civilization. If one keeps in mind the historical 

pattern of migration of communi ties, and cultural influen

ces, it seems likely that the Kayatha culture was related 

to cultures, north-west of 1 t. Cert.ain parallels have been 

found between the pottery of Kayatha and those of pre-Harap

pan Sothi culture. The red pain~ed Brown slipped ware has 
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certain resemblance to the Dark slipped ware from Soth1. 

The deep bowl with the beaded rim and the globular jar 

with a concave neck has its counter parts in Sothi with 

minor dif.ferences.3 Similarly, exact parallels of the 

CombeQ. red ware have been found in Sothi 4. There are 

certain similarities between the Kayatha and the Harappan 

pottery also. The Harappan Vessels having dark chocolate 

slip are quite similar to Kayatha Brown slipped ware. 

Again, a huge storage jar with a heavily beaded rim in the 

Kayatha ware shows similarity with a Harappan pottery5. 

Two exquisite necklaces composed of 173 and 160 beads 

of semi-precious stones found in a house 1'3mind one of a 

similar necklace from Mohenjodaro. A pot containing 

over 40,000 micro-beads of' steatite, has been fo11nd in the 

same house a·s the earlier finds. This house also yielded 

copper axes, beads, bangles and storage jars. It w~s a 

l~rge house with well-rammed yellow silt6 • All this indi

cates that this house had emerged as the focus of the 

entire community. This fits in with the model of a tribal 

s~ciety. The settlements are of roughly equivalent size 

h~ving houses of roughly uniform size but including a la r

ger house with stronger ritual associat1ons7 • A parti

cu~.ar lineage producing surplus has gained prestige and 

power. This is reflected in the existence of a larger 

hou~e having a richer collection of artefacts including 
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some prestige goods like copper axes and necklace. There 

is a movement of precious goods to one centre. Malwa region 

was famous for its ·bead making industry in early historical 

times. One wonders if the pattern of trading can not be 

str~hed back to pre-historic times; especially when we know 

that the Indus civilization engaged in vigorous trading acti

vities with faraway communities. The extensive bead making 

industry of €hanhu.daro might indicate, that it was one of 
g 

the items of export • There is considerable variation in 

the quality of the cutting· of 1:2 ads in the Indus valley9 
-

~vhich might indicate that they came from different sources. 

Can one expect some kind of trade relationship between the 

Kayatha people and the Indus Valley? ~can the high techno

logy of the Copper axes be related to contacts w1 th the Indus 

Valley? Probably some kind of 'trickle trade' was taking 

place, with the material changing hands over very short dis

tances before reaching the consuma r. Production was based 

on locally available material and some exotic materials like 

copper etc. were trickling in from distant sources, in 

small quantities. This kind of exchange takes place between 

village to villame and nomads to village10 • Especially when 

we know that pastoral nomadic communities existed in places 

like Bagor (in Banswara dist.) and Tilwara (on the margin 

of the Thar) even in very early period, these finds might 

indicate. the existence of exchange relations between the 
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peasants and pastoral nomads. In fact, .Bagor has yielded 

a large neckless jar which is very much similar to the pot

tery of Kayatha. There are other parallels in the pottery 

alm 11 • The over all impression we have is that of an acri

cultural community spread over a uniform ecological niche. 

It is likely to have been related to communities to its 

north-west. These contacts might have .influenced the insti

tutional structure of these communi ties. 

-
The next phase of cultural development in this region 

is characterised by a culture having affinities with the 

Banas culture of Rajasthan12 • This period saw both an in• 

crease in the site size (at least in Kayatha) and ab. expan

sion of the inter-action sphere. The uniforini ties in pot

tery and other material remains, bet\ieen the cultures of 

the· Banas valley and those of the .Malwa region indicate 

a more intensive pattern of inter-action over a larger 

geographical horizon compared to the preceding phase. 

Centred around the Banas river basin, The Ahar culture 

pha13e, named after the type site of Ahar (in Udaipurdist

ricl() has been dated to 1700-1600 B.C. in Kayatha, on the 

b;Jsi.s of Radio carbon dates 13. Kayatha was re-occupied 

afte~ a gap of a hundred years. There is a co.mplete break 

in the pot~ery tradition~ Similarly, the appearance o£ 
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stylized terracotta fi~nes indicates the emergence of a 

different kind of religious belief system. But there is a 

distinct continuity in the stone blade industry which was 

to characterise all the succeedin5 chalcolithic cultures. 

The typical Black and red \-Jare used by t.he people in 

period II at Kayatha, indicates that_ the immigrants came 

from the Banas valley. This Black and red ware has been 

discovered in the earliest levels o.f .Na·vdatol114 and Nagda 1? 
Similarly, necklaces. of shell beads of a short cylindrical 

shape and a short bicone terracotta bead bearing punctured 

p1tterns, have been found in both Kayatha and Ahar16• At the 

same time the Kayatha culture of the earlier period contin

ued to survive in other Chambal river sites. This is evi

dent from the overlap between the Kayatha and Mal~'JS cul-

ture phases in many of these sites 17. Unfortunate! y we do 

not have any detailed information regarding those sites 

where there is overlap between Kayatha and Malwa culture. 

The Banas basin is an extension of the Malwa plateau. 

It is a flat alluvial country with slightly less rainfall 

than in the Malwa region. So far around fifty Banas culture 

sites have been discovered in this region alon_g18. In the 

J.1al·\·;a plateau sites like Navdatoli, Nagda, Kayatha. etc. 

have shown evidences of cultural contact witl1 this region. 

Thus, compared to the Kayatha culture there are many more 
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agricultural settlements dotting the landscape of Malwa 

and the Banas valley. However, there are significant 

variations in the patterns of adaptation in these regions. 

hhar was a purely copper using culture. Hardly if 

any stone implement has been found at this site. On the 

other hand Kayatha had a full-fledged blade industry with 

hardly any copper in the same ~ltural phase. The abun

dant use of copper at one site and its almost total absence 

at the other reflects the social structure of these com

munities. /At this stage of development the agricultural 

communities in the Malwa region did not as yet have the 

elite groups which could generate demands for foreign 

prestige goods like copper. These communities exploited 

locally available sources and inter-regional trade seems 

to have been almost absent. On the other hand, it is well 

known that the Harappans almost certainly exploited the 

copper mines of Rajasthan. This is evident from the simi

larities in the traces of nickel an.d arsenic content of the 

meta1 19 • Could the extensive use of copper by the Aharians 

(even though of inferior quality compared to that of Indus) 

suggest some links with the Indus people? Could they be 
. 

gupplying copper ores? The Ahar culture sites have yielded 

dishes and bowls in Tan ware, which are closely related 

to the Harappan pottery20. The pastoral communities from 

sites like .Bagor and Tilwara were intimately related to 
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the Banas culture. This is evident from their pottery 

and other artefacts21 • Even in modern times sites like 

Bagor and Tilwara are inhabited by pastoral nomads22 and 

there is a regular pattern of movement among them from 

the dry areas of the Ghaggar valley to South-east Rajas-

than. 
2~ 

SOmetimes they go upto the !-!alwa plateau "'. These 

co~~unitiee with their annual transhumance might have been 

the connecting link between the Indus sites on the Ghaggar 

and the Banasians. Some similarities in pottery forms have 

been discovered between the i'\har Culture am Indm sites 

in Gujrat, in the later phase24 • This might indicate an 

other direction of communication24. 

Kayatha has yielded a large number of terracotta 

figurines which are absent in Aha r.- Styli zed bulls made 

of fine clay, we.re probably used for worship •. The natu

ralistic bull forms might have been used as·toys but the 

stylized forms seem to have been used for ritualistic 

purposes only25 • Terracotta figurines can be produced 

on a large scale only in a 1.-vell established society. It 

is undertaken when there is a dem nd from insti tutiona

lised religious cults. Clay figurines were required for 

mnking votive offerings or they could be used as magical 

charms or household deities. Elsewhere the demand arises 

from a people who buy secular figurines and plaques for 
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decoration of homes or as toys for children. More impor

tant is the fact that, while these si tee were showing cer

tain uniformities in the sphere of economy and exchange 

(semi-precious stones, pottery etc. although copper was 

largely absent) they bad independent spheres of belief 

systems as far as religion was concerned. Another interst

ing fact is that, some kind of variation in site size comes 

in evidence in this period. Thus, while the majority of 

the Ahar culture sites were small hamlets covering two to 

four acres, Ahar and Gilund covered an area cf ten acres. 

This increase in the site size may have occurred towards 

the end of the chal cali thi c period in Ahar, that 1 s around 

1300-1200 B.c. This can be inferred from the finds or a 

large structures (it overlaid smaller structures of two 
t 

earlier periods) 30 long. Similarly, the appearance of 

a few ~ustrous red ware sherd.s and a Jorwe she.rd in this 

phase (period I C of the excavator) makes it roughly con

temporary with the Malwa and early Jorwe phases. Thus, 

this does not fell into the time range of the .\har cul

tural phase we have postulated for Malwa si tea like 

Kayatha. The variation in the site sizes and differences 

in the sizes of residences (the smaller houses were only 

' t 10 X9 ) is symptomatic of domination of smaller sites by a 

large site. One unit had acquired greater power and it was 

increasingly able to make decisions that were binding on 
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others. Sites with greater agricultural potential or 
to 

having access to valuable minerals are likely1 __ have engen-

dered new patterns. of relationship. The lineages which 

controlled these areas were apt to acquire greater pres

tige vis-a-vis other lineages. This superiority in pro

duction was arti.Eulated through manifestat.ions of control 

over super-natural by particular lineages27 • Thus, some 

sites emerged as the focus of ceremonial activities with 

a particular lineage.in its control. Could the Banas cul

ture sites indj. cate the incipient origins of chiefdom? At 

the same t1me, the increase in the. interaction sphere meant 

the avai.~ability of goods absent in one region. The cul

tural inventory was enriched. It meant the stabilisation 

of agr;cultural communities, since in the time of food 

shortage or other such emer89ncy communities spread over 

a larger area, cOuld help each other: It paved the wa~ 

for the expansion and pm sperity of the agricultural 

communi ties. 

The next phase of cultural development is kno.-Jn as 

the Mal~>Ja culture phase. It has been named after a par

ticular. kind of pot~ery, predominantly found in Malwa 

in this particular cultural phase. In Kayatha 28 and 

Navdatoli29 (located near Maheswar) this culture came 



into existence ·around 1600 B.c. and ended around 1300 B c3°. 
This culture was characterised by a black painted red pot

tery made of fine orange buff paste. It had a variety o£ 

designs geometric, floral, animal and a few human shapes, 

in black. What impresses one is the spread of this cul

ture over a large area. It has be en found at Daimabad am 
Inamgaon in Ahmadnagar and the Poona districts. Sites like 

Prakash in the Tapti basin at Khandesh have alro yielded 

this pottery31• In north Kayatha, Nagda and Manoti 

(Mandasaur district) have a Malwa cultural phase32 • E"an 

in the Sagar district has yielded the Malwa pottery at the 

earliest levels33. At most of the sites th~ Malwa sett-

lers seem to have been the earliest agriculturalists. 

This indicates a tremendous population increa$e, ·or immi

gration from other areas. Or else it. might su,g0est the 
c 

gradual aeulturation of huntil'l{; and pastoral groups by 

the agriculturalists. Again compared to the two cultural 

horizons discussed earlier the I'4alH~ culture has a larger 

geographical spread. Apparently the agriculturalists seem 

to have confined themselves to the low rainfall black soil 

region. But th~ were crossing the Vindyas and the Satpu

ras and fanning out in Khandesh and the whole of the Deccan. 

On the margins, they did have contacts with other cultures. 

Kaya ths, Navdatoli, and other s:1. te s have indicated an over

lap between the Ahar and the Malwa cultural phases. Nagda, 
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located in the Ujjain district. has indicated certain inf

luences from Saurastrl3 in its chalcOlithic deposits34. 

Certain influences in potter-y forms from the southern 

neolithic cultures have also been noticed35 • Stone tool 

~echnology formed the backbone of the economy with paral

lel sided blade industry being most important. However, 

the Malwa culture sites have a sprinkling of copper tools. 

The preceding phases of culture in s1 tee like Prakash, 

Bahal, Chandoli etc. shO\~d the existence of neolithic 

communities. The introduction of the Malwa pottery which 

gradually became the dominant ware in all these sites, 

saw the introduction of copper technology in these areas36 • 

Thus, the Mal1:V"a culture is associated with the spread of 

copper technology in the Deccan. At the same time the 

continuity or the stone blade industry indicates the ele

ment of continuity from Kayatha to the Malwa phases of 

cultural development. In fact it might indicate that some 

specialized community was engaged in producing these stone 

implements. Factory sites have been dieovered at places 

like. Adamgarh, Lalitpur, Mandasaur, Bhopal etc. The 

size of' these sites sugc:ests that they must have served 

the needs of more than a single extended family or band. 

It is possible that many groups visited them. Or else, 

the communities which stayed around these places of good 
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quality raw material might have exchanged it with surround-
/ 

ing communities. Most of the rock shelters have yielded 

chalcolithic potteries37. At Adamgarh bones of sheep and 

goats in addition to those of pigs, ·dogs and buffaloes have 

been found. J!X!ually large number of bones of wild animals 

have been discovered. Most probably they indicate a ~i

nation of hunting and pastoralism38. The close association 

between the agriculturalist.s and these hunting pastoral 

groups 11) indicated by the fact that they were using the same 

basic material derived from the same local sources and the 

same basic techniques and ~ere. producing the same range of 

tools with differing proportions39. In the ~uthern neoli

thic there are clear evidences of particular kinds of stone 

being carried upwards of fifty miles. Certain examples of 

tools made in one centre having been discoverd in more than 

a dozen sites have also been found in the ~uth40 • But in 

Malt-Ja region such precise co-relation has not been made so 

far. The possible mechanism of these exchanges is difficult 

to make out 41 • 

together with the fact that the hunters, pastoralists 

and agriculturalists, had established a symbiotic relation

ship the dominant group i.e. the agriculturalists seem to 

have been emerging as the dominant group. EVen in sites like 

Adamgarh which was occupied by pastoral nomadic groups, slash 
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and burn cultiva~ion. was practicect42 • There seems to be a 

distinct possibility or shift from pastoralis~ and hunting 

gathering to agriculture. This kind of shift and the inc

rease in the population of agriculturalists might explain 

the increase in the number of Malwa culture sites compared 

to those of the preceding cultural phase. 

The indi.vidual sites of the Malwa culture themselves 

show signs of prosperity' and population growth. At Navda

toli, phase I which was characterised by the Black and Red 

Ware of the Banas type, there were around 50 pottery types 

in a11
43

• The phase II at Navadatoli i.e. the Malwa culture 

proper saw a quantum jump in tl'e quantity and variety of 

potteries. This phase had roughly around 75 (Seventy five) 

pottery shapes44 • This will mean an increase of fifty per

cent over the preceding phase. The greater variety in pot

tery shapes signifies many more kinds of requirements f'or 

the society. This \iauld suggest a much more prosperous cul

ture compared to the preceding period. It has to be combined 

Wi1#h the evidence indicating a trend towards population 

increase. Navdatoli bad initially ten huts with a popu

lation between 50 to 100. It expa~ded further in phases 

II and III when a larger area was occupied. At its peak the 

population might have increased to as much as 50045 • Similarly, 

beads of semi-precious stones have been found in larger number 
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in the Malwa phase compared to the preceding phase in 

Navdatoli 46 • Objects of sea-shell showed contacts with 
I 

the sea-coast, possibly Broach47. Various kinds of habi-

tation structures have been discovered here. There is 

considerable variation in the size and shapes of the~ 

houses. Most of the structures were round huts not excee-

ding 8 feet in diameter. The sm9llest of these were pro

bably used for the storage of grains. some o£ the rectan

gular structures were quite large by comparison. Struc-

' ' ' ' tures measuring 40 x15 and 22 x22 have b~en discovered. 

One of them seems to have been constructed for religious 

performances48. These variations in the sizes of habita

tion structures might indicate social differentiation \d. th 

a small group controlling the larger community. 

The overall inventory of' tools and other objects is 

certainly richer than in the preceding period. But it 

does not suggest any significant increase in trading acti

vities. Most of the materials were locally available or 

could be pro cured throul!ll inter tr.L bal exchange. The use 

of copper might have generated some exchange activities. 

But &ven this was mostly procured from locally available 

sources49. In the Malwa region copper has been reported 

from the districts of Herda (Near the district of Khandwa) 

and Jhabua5°~. 1n small quantities. f-ro£. Sankalia has 

suggested west Asiatic origins for the channel spouted 

bowls in tl'e Malwa ware. But it is more likely, that it 
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was derived from the Southern neol1th1c51 • Sea-shell 

and lapi.s lazuli in Navdatoli were pro bal»ly procured 

through 'trickle trade'. 

The Malwa culture sign1fi ed the expansion or a grl.

cultural communi ti.es in and around Malwa. The exi stance 

of small and big houses indicates some kind of differen

tiation. The communities seem to be in the chiefdom stage • 

The next phase of development is known as the Jorwe 

culture phase after a (dated c. 1300-700 B.C) type site 

in Maharastra. In Navdatoli the Jorwe pottery appears in 

phase II and red pottery with black painted decoration. 

characterising this phase has; again; a wide spread. This 

pottery seems to be derived from the assimilation of the 

southern neolithic ani the Malwa potteries. The tradition 

of painting in black over red is obviously derived from 

the MalwQ ware. The changes in the fabric and surface 

d·ressing are already indicated in the Malwa ware of 

M.aharastra. Unlike the coarse .fabric and buff slip in 

Malwa sites the Maharastra specimens have fine fabric and 

a pinkish red wash52 ~ The globular jar, carinated bowl 

and lotas (Indian ~usehold utensil) in Jorwe ware are 

derived from the Malwa ware. From the Southern neolithic 

it borrowed tubular spou.ts and funnel mouth 53. The dis-
,...., 
t•1nguishing feature of the paintings in the Jorwe pottery _, 
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is the speed and deftn€ ss of application. The fussiness 

of the old pottery style d1 sappears ani the linear patterns 

are simplified. The number of animals and human motifs 

also diminishes. Tm mark of tre new pottery is the eco

nomic use of decoration with rapid strokes54. This imp

lies mass-scale production, greater demand for pottery 

and greater ef'ficiency. On the basis of many C 14 dates 

available from sites like Nevasa, Chandoli, Navdatol1 and 

Inamgaan etc. Jorwe culture has been dated from 1300 B.c. 
to 700 s.c55 • Most of the Jorwe culture sites were deser· 

ted by 1000 B.c. but, on the basis of evidences from 

Inamgaon and Sonegaon, a 1 ate Jorwe ph9 se 1 asting upto 

700 B.c. has been postulated. 

The Jorwe culture spread upto the upper Krsna Valley 

in South and Navdatoli was its northern extremity. It 

covered almost the whole of Maharastra except kPnkan56• 

In the Malwa region itself sites ltke Nagda, Eran, Manoti 

etc. did not have Jorwe pottery and they continued to use 

the Malwa ware. Apparently the close interaction between 

the Mal wa and Jorwe people indicates similar patterns of 

development. Thus, studies conducted in one area might 
-+~ . 

g1 ve insights into tm devel9pments 1n~other region. 

Sites like Navdatoli, Daimabad and Inamgaon indicate 

that the Jorwe culture phase overlapped with the Malwa culture. 
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As pointed out earlier they were likely to have developed 

out of a synthesis of the southern neolithic and the Malwa 

culture. Contacts with Lustrous red ware people in 

Saurastra have also been found in. some sites57. This 

will, indicate a widening of the cultural horizon. The 

agriculturalists in the black soil region were interact

ing with Southern neolithic, Saurastran chalcoi.ithic and 

the Banas chalcolithic. The expansion of agricultural 

communities continued as is evident from settlements estab-

lished on virgin soil in Sonegaon, Jorwe, Chandoli, etc. 

Nav d atoli, Inamgaon and some other sites witnessed expan

sion in site size. 

Many new developments are discernible in the socio

political structure in the Jowre period. In the Deccan a 

two-tiered settlement hierarchy had clearly emerged. The 

settlements were clustered in theee regions i.e. the 

Tapti basin, the Pravara - Godavari valley and the Bhima 

valley. Each of these regious had one large site which, 

because of its size might have dominated the whole region. 

Prakash in the Tapti valley, Dairnabad in the Pravara -

Godavari basin and Inamgaon in th.e Bhima Valley spread 

over an area of about fifteen acres each. The average 

size of the sites was five acres. Some medium sized sites 

·like those of Jorwe, Bahal and Nevasa have also been 

discovered5~. Incidentally, it must be pointed out that 
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the three bigger sites were ro.ugbly equidistant from each 

other. This shows that some kind of(central places' had 

emerged on this large undulating terrain. At Inamgaon 

there is some evidence of planning of the set~lements, 

a feature which is absent in the preceding Malwa phase. 

La.rge rectangular houses at a distance of a metre and a 

half from each other spread over the whole of the habi

tation area. One particular habitation area seems to 

have been occupied by privileged individuals, as an embank

ment ·was constructed to protect i t 59 • J~ huge structure 

at the ( 10•50m x 9•15m) ·centre ot the main mound, having 

a number of pit s1Q.ts and round platform for storage bins 

of various sizes was also discovered. It had large fire 

pits on one side the excavator believes that it was a 

public building. It may have been used as a granary by 

the priest ehi er60 • To the north of the granary a large 

house, having five rooms including a kitchen and a store 

room, was discovered. Most other houses in the site seem 

to be single room dwellings. This indicates that the per

son living in the five room house enjoyed an exalted 

status. There is considerable variation in grave goods 

in the burials discovered in this site. In one case a 

person was buried in an urn o£ unbaked clay having £our 

stumpy legs. The man was buried in a sitting posture and 
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his feet had not been amputated. In all other cases the 

feet of' the buried perS)n had been amputated61 • At another 

site a child burial has been discovered in. which a copper 

bronze necklace was round around the neck of a child62 • 

The use of a costly necklace by a youngster indicates that 

he was enjoying a high status by birth. This 1 s an impor

tant evidence of change from a society where status was 

acquired through acts of bravery to one where a person wqs 

born with a high status. 

The existence of a mud embankment 240 metre long and 

o a channel 4 meter wide and 3 ·50 meter deep dug paralle'l 

to it, indicated the presence of an authority at the site63. 

This authority could organise and direct the community efforts. 

At Daimabad also traces of an earthen embankment have been 

discovered which could have been a fortification also 64. 

These embankments indicated the societal potential for the 

mobilisation of labour on a larger scale than was possible 

before6·5• 

Copper bronze implements were used on a lare::;er scale .• 

The craf'tmen' s habi tat1ons were huddled together in the perip

hery of the 'Site at Inamgaon. This pattem of keeping the 

craftsmen at the periphery of habitation prevails even now 

in l1aharastra villages. These craftmen's quarters had pit 

sj los for storing grains which they exchanged with the agri-
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-culturists. The Baluta system in modom Maharastra invol

ves e~actly this kind of relationship between villagers 

and cra£tsmen66. Period I and II yielded houses of potters, 

coppersrrdths and ivory carvrs. Thus at least three kinds 

of craft specialists seem to have emerged by the early Jo .xwe 

phase. The Jorwe pottery bears potters' .mark in the form 

of a dot or a cros167 ~ The use of potter's mark is indi• 

cat.ive of private ownership and a more cozftcious speciali

sation of labour. The graffiti decorations show a drawing 

of a cart with solid wheels by humped bulls6g. 1,his is 

proof of the existence of \iheeled transport in this period. 
4 

Whether, it was used by the prec!eding c.i.lalcoli thic communi-

ties or not, is difficult to say, but the introduction of' 

wheeled transport must have provided a boost to the exchange 

economy. The occurrence of wheat in period II has been 

interpreted as the consequence of the introduction of irri

gation. Since ~iheat is a rabi crop in this region it requi

res winter rainfall. This area has very little \'linter rain

fall. Thus, the existence of channel near the embankment 

might be indicative of the beginings of well organised 1rri

gation69. Navdatoli, Kayatha etc. have yielded evidence of 

wheat cultivation in the Malwa period itself. That is be

cause, this region had a higher rainfall. All these evi

dences ehow the beginnings or double cropping ft'Qm an early 
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' period. This will mean that the agricultural economy 

had become much more stabilsed 70 • The r1 cher inventory 

of goods, (among notable discoveries are the finds of 

conch shells, \ihich could only be procured f'rom deep 
c..I--

South, ivory beads etc.), the two tiered h1era~y in 

site s1z e, the variations in house types, the existence 

of emb~mkments and the variation in burials all indi

cate a differentiated agricultural society. The appea

rance of elaborate ceremonial complexes (priest's house 

and the huge com~Jl ex with large fire pits. identified 

as a religious structure) and two tiered 'hierarchy char-· 

acteriee the 'asiatic state' of Friedman's model71• 

The next phase of development in the western Malwa 

region has been called the late Jorwe phase dated between 

1000 to 700 B.c. in Inamgaon72. This period, has so 

far been an enigma for archaeologists. By 1000 B.c. most 

of the Jorwe culture sites were deserted. The historians 

and archaeologists were unable to fill the yawning gap 

between the early historlcnl period beginning arourd 7th 

6th century B.c. and. the end of these chalcolithic cultures. 

The desertion of sites in the late Jorwe phase has been 

attributed to sudden increase in aridity in the region. 

This is represented stratigraphically in the weathered 

soil layer at Nevasa73. Majority of Jorwe sites like 
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Prakash, Bahal Nasik etc. were deserted. At sites like 

Inamgaon, Sonegaon etc. a degenerate Jorwe phase survived. 

This was because the impact of aridity was less 1n the 

Bhima valley and further South. Some sites in the b<rsna 
••• 

Valley show new influences coming from Maharastra. They 

are indicative of the movement of farmers from North74. 

However, no attempt has so far been made to measure 

the period or t.his drought. Neva sa had a long hiatus and 

was reoccupied only in the historical period, as is 

evident from the suecedding phase IV yielding NBPw75. 

Prakash, on the other hand, had a very short hi. atus bet

ween the chalcolithic Jor~·~e phase and the succeeding iron 

age. This is evident. from the occurrence of fo11U'teen to 

fifteen feet of BR\'J deposits b3low tl:e first. finds of 

the NBP\v sherds76. Similarly some burials in ·rekawad.a 

on the Girna river shoW an overlap between the Jorwe 

pot -very with the Bl aek and red ware of the hi eto.ri.cal 

period77 • What we are trying to suggest is that varia

tions in the periods of ra-occupation indicate problems 

generated by the social structure itself. Aridity no 

doubt caused considerable dislocation. The late Jorwe 

sites of Inamgaon, Sonegaon a~ mere shadows of' their 

prosperity in the earlier period. At the same time, 
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however, the number of craft specialists increases from 

three to five in Inamgaon in the late Jorwe phase 78. Rice, 

Sorghum and some other legumes were introduced in the late 

Jorwe phase or in the overlap between the early and late 

Jorwe79. The generally arid conditions provided a spur 

to pastoral nomadic way of life. Probably enemy raids 

(as evidenced by appearance of iron age pot~ery in late 

Jorwe Inamgaon etc.) and extension o £ cul turel inter

action zone (as evidenced by greater c.raft specialisation 

and introduction of new types of crops} contr.l. buted to the 

social milieu existing in that period. At the same time 

a generalized shift towards pastoralism as evidenced by 

the desertion of most of Jorwe culture ei tes in Deccan and 

1-ial\va by agricultural communities must have triggered off 

tremendous social. changes. 

The developments within the Malwa region were fol

lowing a slightly divergent course, A1 though they were 

intimrltely related to the goings on in the Deccan. Here 

forti£1 ed tol.'.ns like Nagda, Maheswar and Eran came into 

prominence. 
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of its greater consumption by the elite. 

is indicative 

One or the 
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most important sources of surplus in agriculture and 

luxury goode production is captive slaves from the 

surrounding smaller sites. Thus, the growth in demand 

for surplus, 1 eads to importation of labour from the 

surrounding communities. This process finally leads 

to conflict and tensions among the • asiatic states'. 
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possibilities of capturing slaves, tempts these com-:

munities to attack and subdue each other. Thus, the 

raids and hit and run methods of previous social struc

ture give way to wars. i'lars, having the subjugation of 

the other communities and the loot of luxury as the 

primary motive. 
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CHAPTER IV THE BREAK-DOWN AND BEGINNING 
OF THE POLITICAL SOCIETY 
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So far, the impression \iS have been able to fonn with 

the archaeological cultural sequences, is one of expanding 

agricultural communities through various phases of develop

ment. As pointed out earlier, the Kayatha culture sites 

are mostly confined to the Chambal Valley. So far a round 
' 

forty sites yielding Kayatha potteries have been discovered. 

The Mal\>Ja cultural phase 'Which came after the Ah&r phase 

saw an expansion of the agricultural communities in the 
. 1 

whole Malwa region. In the later stage of its development 

(around 1400-1300 B.C.) these agricultural communities pene

trated into the vast Deccan plateau, reaching towards the 

Bhima Valley. The mechanisms involved in this process of 

expansion were probably a gradual increase in population. 

The agricultural societies have a greater propensity for 

population increase compared to the hunting gathering socie

ties. Thi~ is because agriculture leads to the artificial 

extension. oi::the ecological niche and consequent increase 
-· 

in the carrying capacity of land. Also, agriculture leads 

to the sedentarisation of population which stimulates popu- · 

lation growth. In the agricultural societies children can 

be inducted into the production process at a younger age 

\ihich might again provide impetus for population increase. 

What \te observe in the process of development from the 
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Keyatha phase to the Jorwe phase is the working out of the 

inner dynamics or the agricultural societies. There are 

distinct possibilities of foreign influences in these cul

t\lral pha sea, but they are sponged into the indigenous cul

tural patt.ern.. The gradual increase in population is supple

mented by some improvements in the technological sphere as 

evidenced.by greater use o£ copper implements in each suc

ceeding phase. Apparently, there is some evidence of the 

evolution of more complex forms of social organisation; 

This is indicated in the const.ruction or bunds and irri

gation channels. Despite all this, the overall pattern is 

one of continuity. Houses were similar, stone tools con

stituted the dominant tool industry and there were similari

ties in the pottery tradition in all the cultural phases • 

. The Malwa culture phase has been reported from about seventy 

sites in 'M.P.~ itself. Compared to the forty sites of the 

Kayatha phase this will indicate a significant increase in 

population. (.As pointed out earlier, there was an increase 

in site size of individual sites but they are not well repor

ted). 

The next phase of cultural advance is represented by 

the historical Black and Red ~\Tare pottery bearing sites. 

There is much confusion regarding their chronology. In the 

Malwa region the BRW has been found to occur with the NBP 

in most of the sites~ This viill bring down its datetot the 
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fourth third century B.c. @n the other hand a· c14 date at 

at Eran indicates the beginning of' the BRW phase around 
2 

1040 B.c. This kind of variation in dates is· to be ex-

pected because we do not believe in overnight transfo~ation 
..C9 

of all the sites. Still, we haveAfix a date tor its begin-

ning since ite is also related to the coming of the iron a.;;e 

in this region. \'le shall take into account some of the evi

dences from the Deccan region also since there was a broad 

similarity in the cultural developments of the two regions. 
BRP 

The most detailed report for the :bNR phase comes from Prakash. 

We believe that the NBPW is a much more reliable evidence for 

dating various str~ta. One can work out the chronology back

wards. In the Malwa region the NBPW can be assigned to 

450-200 B.c.4 Prakash, located on the Tapti river, has a 
t t 

debris of 14 •15 BRW habitation below that of the NBPW. This 

will give us a date of around ( 1000 B.c.) on the basis of the 
., 

assumption that 1 of debris took roughly forty years to accu-

mulate.5 At Ina,mgaon late Jorwe phase, dated to 1100-800 B.c. 

the historical BR~J akin to the megalithic complex has been 
6 

reported. Similarly • at Tekawacia the use of the BR\v along 

w.ith the late Jorwe pottery in the twin burials points to a 
. 7 

s1mila .r period. Fu.rtber south in Hallur \<Jell strat,ified 

BRW deposits have yielded around 1000 B.c. radio carbon 

dates .s This brie.t' discussion exhausts the list of sites 
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whose dating can be reliably utilised for our period. Thus, 

we believe that the iron-age began in the Malwa and the Deccan 
' ' 9 regions between 1000-850 B.c. 

~~at is striking a~out the historical BRW phase is the 

tremendous increase in the number of sites. By about 

500-400 B.C. the whole of Madhya Pradesh was t~ming tJi th 

numerous agricultural settlements. Compared to the 70 sites 

of the Malwa culture phase~ the BRW, NBPW complex and early 

historical sites have so far been reported from about 185 sites 

in the Malwa region. This will represe~t a four fold increase 

( 1.ve are using. each site as representing one unit of population) 

compared to the forty sites of' Kayatha even if we leave aside 

the problem of site sizes. Compared to the Malwa phase ~he 

increase is two and half times. As pointed out earlier, the 

agricultural societies do h~ve greater possibilities of popu

lation increase, compared to the hunting gathering societies, 

but our evidence indicated a gradual expansion upto cir. 

1000 B.c. The population increase after that phase is too 
10 

dram~tic to be explained by the internal dynamic of the system. 

Between 1eoo to 1000 B.c. 1 .e., the Kayatha to the ',)talv·Ja

•Jorwe) phase there \1as an increase in the number or sites 

from 40 to 70. This will mean· an increase of 75ft, in 8 cen

turies. From the Malb}qphase to the early historic i.e., 
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1000 to 400 B.c. there was an increase o! 1645$. If we 

try to compute the population growth rate per century on 

this basis it will be 9 •375% in the earlier phase and 

27 •36% in the lat~r. Another significant change is dis

cernible in the distribution pattern of the sites. The 
I 

Malwa phase showed that the sites were scattered all over 

the Malwa plateau and in the surrounding areas. Although 

the lljjain district has shown ~he existence o! twnety five 

Mal\ia culture sites, even the out-lying Mandasaur district 

had eleven sites. In the BR\;i and early historical phase the 

Ujjain district has so far yielded one hundred t\telve sites 

whereas the Mandasaur district has just seven sites. In 

other districts the number of sites either remains the same 

or decreases between the Chalcalithic and the BRW phases. 

Clearly the Ujjain area is emerging as the focus of the 

entire Malwa region. It seems to have attracted population 

from all the surrounding areas. Further more the nucleation 

of population in the U'jjain district is sharply contrasted 

with the total absence of the agricultural settlements around 

the Ujjain city itself (there is just one BR':J site in the 

Ujjain tehsil). This fact further substantiates our view 

that the Ujjain settlement was attracting agriculturalists 

from the surrounding areas. This type of distribution pat

tern of the sites goes against the traditiom!lly held beliPf 
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tha~ the ancient Indian. towns represented centrodes of 

population which thinned out towards the periphery. This 

kind o£ distribution pattern envi.saged maximum number of' 

sit'es around the urban centres and a progressive decrease 

in their numbers as one moved out. ~rh1s belie£ su.bstan-
' 

tiated by ancient Indian treatises like the Arth~sastra 

. probably emanates from the idea that it was the king who 

established the cities. That is why almost all the ancient 

Indian cities are said to have been founded by various kings. 

, However, we should be wary of' such conclusions. They assume 

that the kings established political authority and cities 

came into existence due to their 1n1 tiati ve only. The clus

tered distribution pattern around the cities could indicate 

the streamlined administration of the king whose political 

authority waned over the outlying regions. The kind of site 

distribution we have discovered questions this belief. The 

site distribution pattern shows that the city of Ujjain held 

advantage not simply because it could exercise some form of' 

coercive authority over the outlying regions, (in that case 

we would have expected the sites to be nearer the site of 

U jjain) but also because of some in built advantages in terms 

of its accessibility and location as an unit of settlement. 

\•Jhat we are trying to emphasise 1 s not the negation of pol1-

t1'cal or economic factors as such. Rather we doubt the 
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applicability or such categories as economic ani political 

factors, in the pre-st.ate societies. We do not .separate 

thQse institutional processes into political or economic 
.e.IJe.-

categories. \•!hen we are using term political power., it is 
. ~ 

·meant to symbolise the total authority structure o£ the 

society and it is used interchangeably with institutional 

processes. The nucleation of population in the district as 

a whole could be either due some natural advantages for 

settlenent by the agriculturalists or due to some institu

tional mechan1~ms. It is more likely that it was due to 

some changes in the institutional structure of the society 

as such since agricultural communities had 'been staying in 

·this region for about eight hundred years. Interestingly 

enough we have instances of such a nucleation of population 

in P.1esopotamia and Susa regions also. This populat.ion move

ment preceded the emergence of state societies in these 

regions. 11 It has been argued by aorne \iriters that this 

nucleation of population was the result of competition for 

labour by the competing politics~ units. There is an inerea

ing demand tor luxury goods manufactured t?Y artisans. It 

leads to a d.emand for non-agricultural labour, This popu

lation in turn requires an assured supply o£ food products. 

Thus, there is a competition !or control over a larger agri

cultural hinterland and more than that, an agricultural work 
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force. These factors lead to conflict among the ambitious 

political heads of various units. These unsettled war• like 

conditions give a further spur to population movements to

wards regions where there is maximum security. This in 

turn gives rise to bigge~ polit.ical entities culminating in 
12 

in state society. 

As pointed out earlier, the population increase in the 

Mal\13 region as evident from the increase in the number o £ 

sites, can not be explained as a result of population expan

sion. The other possibility could be the switch over of the 

hunting gathering people to sedentary agriculture. We do 

have certain evidences of the co-existence of primitive com

munities with adv-anced agriculturalists in modern and ancient 

timea. 13 In many ethnographic studies it has been round. that 

contacts with advanced communities instilled a taste for such 

goods as salt, spices, clothes, metal and glass among the 

aboriginal population. These were earlier unknown or con

sidered luxuries. They became necessary wants after some 

time and the tribe$men had to balance the new expenditure by 

providing their labour to agriculturalists or merchants. Some 

times they switched over from slash and burn cultivation to 

plough cultivation~·11,., But, this has _been a continuing pro

cess throughout the pre-historic and hi storie ph6ses in Indian 

history. May be it was stimulated by certain changes in the 
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agricultr.al societies. By and large such an influx was a 
Q 

regular process as"pa"t of the expansion of agriculturalists. 

Thus, be it the Malwa phase or the early historical phase 

our data encompases this kind of pro cess in the rate of' popu

lation grol>lth itself. The only variable left to us to ex

plain the population explosion in this region is immig

ration. 

Around 1000 B.c. the plai.ns of the Saraswati region in 

.Rajasthan suffered. some kind of climatic change. There is 

some difference of opinion among the scholars_ about the mag

nitude of change. But they do believe that this region was 

progressively dessicated probably due to the· decrease in 
15 precipitation. . Some tectonic dis·turbances causing changes 

in river regimes could. also cause floods in some regions 

and dessication in others. 16 What is important for our 

understanding is that even minor changes in climate could 

trigger of major population movement. In a survey of the 

Anupgarh - Pugal region in \'lestern Rajasthan it has been 

found that the number of nomadic families ranges from 3 • 5% 

to 37·4~ from year to year depending upon the availability 

of water. 17 If ~he modern parallels are any guide, the 

pastoralists in western Rajasthan have a very shaky sub-

... : sistence base t.vhich can not cushion even the yearly flue-

,..·_ t~ations in the rai.nf'all. Large populations keep switching 
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a~l ·over f'rom one kind of subsistence base to ,.@ther •. In drought 

years they migrate upto the Malwa region even in modern 

times. Thus, even mild changes lasting from hundred to two 

hundred years could have catastrophic ef'f'ect upon the eco

nomy of this region. It is likely that the environmental 

changes which are believed to have occurred in the early 

first millerium B.c. generated tremendous population move

ments. '.i.'he pastoral nomads usually purchase their utensils 

of daily use like pottery etc from sedentary agricultural 

communities. 1g Thus, it is difficult to identifY them as 

a separate group, in the archaeological assemblages. Some 

attempts have been made to identify the Black and Red Ware 

with a few pastoral groups~ But, the pastoralists are un

likely to have maintained a separate pottery assemblage. 

Another kind of population movement which could have gravi

tated towards the Malwa region was from the Deccan chal

calithic sites. A majority of the sites like those of 

Praksah, Bahal, Nasik etc. \-Jere abandonned around 1000 B.c. 
scholars believe that it was due to increased aridity in 

this region with a sharp decline in the rainfall. 19 On the 

contrary the Malwa region does not seem to have experienced 

any drastic change in the rainfall pattern. In fact two 

early historical sites have shown the evidence of floods 

around 1000 B.c., in the Malwa region. The site of Nagda 
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had a break between the p.re-historic and early historic 

period, and it was caused by floods. 20 Similarly,· at 

Manoti in the Mandasaur district destruction by floods 

was followed by the early historic habitation.2 1 These 

evidences indicate that the Malwa region was emerging as 

the area of attraction in the early historic phase. The 

sudden spurt in the number of sites indicates~ the movement 

of population' from the peripheral regions to the Malwa 

region as it had a congenial climate. It was probably, 

because of these population movements that fortifications 

cropped up in the late chalcolithic phase (around 1000 B.c.) 

in sites like Eran, Nagda, and Maheshwar. Some scholars 

have tried to use evidences from literary sources and com

pare them with the archaeological finds. 22 

A brief discussion of the material culture of the BR\'l 

people,~th whom we have identified this phase of develop

ment \vc)n'·t be unwarranted. Iron appears with the histo

rieal Bfil'l in about tenth centurry B.c., but it did not bring 

about any significant change in the material condition.24 

At Prakash BR'ii iron age phase there was a general enrich

ment of the material inventory and even copper implements 

were used on a larger scale than in the earlier period. At 

Nagda, socketed axe, arrow-heads, spear-heads, knives, dag

gers etc., have been found. 25 This 'repertoi-re is repre-
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-sented in all ·t.he sites in the early phases of the iron age 

in India. The ch~lcolithic assemblage m9inly consisted of 

axes, beads, bangles etc. mainly used for production or orna

mentation. The· iron age assemblage on ths other hand indi

cated that most of the tools were war-11'Jeapons. They in fact 

e}'press the new ideology o£ power, the emergence or heroes 

and eonquerers symbolising the coercive authority which led 

to the emergence of the political power as the decisive com

ponent affecting changes in the social struct~ure. The burials 

at 'l'ekwada with the use o£ BR~'l and their location outside the 

habitation areas suggest the arrival of .a people with· a dif

ferent cultural tradition. In the preceding Jorwe ph~se the 

burials are found in the habitation area itself. Besides, 

they -.exclusively used the llorwe pottery in ~urials. The BR':J 

al~ was ·akin to the megalithic BR\'1. The !-'l.egalithic burials 

also point to a simil~r change. ~llchin's study of the South 

Indian ash-mounds might be instructive in some ways. He h~s 

shown that the pro cess of ash mound formation was complete 

by the tim.e iron arrived ~t these sites.26 \'le can assume 

th::Jt cow dung was being used for other purposes probably 

for agriculture, This will indicate the intensification 

of agriculture in the early historical period. It might 

also indicate a shift of the pastoral communities to agri

culture and more settled life~ The general material cult.u.re 
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showed grea~er prosperity compared to the preceding phase. 

Beads of quartz, rock crystal, earnelion, tlgate, Jaspar etc. 

have been discovered. Bangle fragments of shell and glans 

·and ivory combs are also repor~ed. It was the gradual develop

ment of' this culture which culminated in the urbanisation of 

the 6th century B.C. Most of the BR'.: pottery repor"ted from 

the e~rly historical phase is w1 thout any painting. There 

is a shift in the ceramic tradition ftom individually crafted 

item to moss produced item. Th~t is why the tradition or 
. elaborate decoration of pottery \'.Shieh characterised the chal

colithic cultur"'r., dies out. 

Out li.terary and archaeological evidences indicate the 

cultuMl unification of northern and south~rn India in this 

phase. Again it is a lar~er interaction sphere comp3red 

to the preceding period. This wgs to pave the way for the 

er,richment and evolution of all the cultural groups. The 

succeeding phase of course was th~t of urban culture. 
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1. \'Je have attached a list of the Mal\'la culture sites which 

indicates its spread upto the Gwelior district in north 

showing possibilities of contact with northern India. 

2. Eran c14 dates have caused lots of problems because they 

do not conform to the stratigraphy given by the exca

vators. The chalcolithic phase has yielded. radio-carbon 

dates ranging £~m 2035 B.c. to 640 B.c. But·except for 

these two dates other r3dio carbon dates ran&e from 1500 

to 1014 B.c., \<Jhich can be useful for demarcating various 

phases although confu~ion persists regarding the stroti

graphy. See Bridget and Raymond Allchin,(l968):J .The 

birth_of Indian Civilization P.335 for the c14 dates. 

3· B.K. Thapar, (1965), "Prakash 1955: A chalcolithic site 

in the Tapti Valley,~~ncient India, No. 20-21. 

4. The t·lBP\IJ has been found to occur in two different cul

tural contexts. The earlier phase seems to have been 

pre-urban. This phase is represented py the type site 
/ -of Sravasti where the pottery is thin sectioned and. in 

,.! 

the fulness of its evolution. This phase is also repre

sente·d at si tee like Kausambi and Ra jgmt • This phase 

has been assigned to 500-300 B.c. NBPW occurs in a later. 

context in sites like Hastinapur Rupar, Ujjain, Navdatoli 

etc. This phase is characterised by the restricted use 

of NBP. The tlBP'~\' in t.his phase was medium sectioned-~ 
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Goins, monumental buildings and other urban traits also 

came into existence in this phase. This phase can not 

be dated earlier than 350 B.C. See, K.K. Sinha, (1969), 

-"The NB? Ware Fres.h hypothesis in the light of Sravasti 

evi(\ence'' in B.P •. Sinha, ( ed.)-" Potteries in Ancient 

India, Patna~ Our sites in the Malwa region fall with

in the second phase of the NBP\'l spread. We however 

believe that this phase started around 450 B.c. See 

our discussion on chronology in the next chapter. 

5. It is 41ff1cult to compute the rate of debris accumu

lation in any area. Even in the more scientifically 

explored l4esopotamia, the estimates vary from forty 

years to hundred years for the formation of one foot 

of debris. It depends on the climate, the material 

used and other local practices of a particular region. 

In our ease we have followed N.R. Banerji•s estimate 

of tell formation in this region. See N.R. Banerj1, 

(1965), The Iron age in India, Delhif Since he has 

not discussed the basis of his assumption our dating 

remainn tentative. 

6. H.D. Sankalia, Z.D •. Ansari, M.K. Dhavalikar, (1975), 

"An early farmers' Village in Central India "E.xpelldi

tion, 17. 

1· For Tekwada see IAR, 56-57 and Bridget and Raymond -
Allchin (1968), PP• 219•220. 
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S. Allchin B and R (1968), p.335. 

9· .P·· Chakrabarti has taken back thebegini1ings of the 

iron age in this region to 1100 ·B.c. or even earlier. 

He bases his assumption malnly on the evidences from 

Nagda and Eran. In Nagda the chalcolithic phase is 

superimposed by the iron age layer after a brief period. 

The excavator believed that the gap between the chalcoli

thie and the iron age phase was very small because there 

were distinct continuities in the alignment of structures 

of the succeeding phase. Chakrabarti, saying that similar 

chalcC)litbic cultures had come to an end in 1300 B.c., 
believed that iron age Alegan around this period. However, 

culture having affinities with the jorwe culture might 

have continued to exist even in the later period. In 

any case Navdatoli itself can not be used as a firm dating 

criterion for all other sites. He also referred to the 

c14 dates.in Eran. The problem however is that the con• 

· tinuity· .in the cultural trad1t.1ons in Nagda might not 

indicate a short gap, because the coming of iron did not 

change the material culture in any significant way in sites 

like Prakash etc. The excavator did not provide any con

vincing argument i_n ravou.r o£ his view that the breQk 

signified a gap of 40-50 years. Besides he believes that 

NBP occurs in this site around 500 B.c., which is slightly 

earlier, I.f we accept Chakrabarti•s d.ating of 1300 B.c. 
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for the beginnings of the iron age in Nagda, it will 
I 

mean th-at 9 teet of iron age debris was formed in more 

than a thousand years of habitation. Since the habi• 

tation came to an end in the second century B.c. as is 

evident from an inscribed sealing. This of course sounds 

improbable. If we take forty years for one feet o£ 

debris accumulation lb,it will take back the date of NBP 

to 9Lt0 B.c., in Chakrabarti's computation as the BRW 

habitation is represented by seven feet of debris. t'Je 

believe that tbe Na6da iron age occupation does not pre

cede 800 B.c. Similar)y, the evidence ·from Eran does 

not have internal consistency and should be utilised 

cautiously. See Dilip Chakrabarti, (1976), "The begin

nings of iron in India" Antiquity Vo$.50. 
I 

10. \1e have computed our data on the< assumption that one 

site represents one unit of population. 

11. see a.M. Adams and H.J. Nissen, (1972), The Urik 

country:side. Chicago, and R.M. Adame, (l972L "Patterns 

of urbanisation in early southern Mesopotamia" in P.J. 

Ucko, R. Tringhan and G.i·J. Dimbleby (eds.) Man settle

ment and. urbanism, 1972. In both the studies, the 

lsrge scale desertion o£ some outlying areas has beon show1 

to be synchronous with the increase in the size and 

number of settlements in certain core regions. For the 

SUsa re!£1on sea. H.Wright and G~Johnson, (1975), 
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"Population, exehgnge and early state formation in South

-\-.testern Iran" American anthropologist.i"17, 

12.see the dis~cuss1on on dualistic states in J. Friedman and "-"' . 

M.J. Rowlands, (197S), "rlotes towards an epigenetic model 

of the evolution or civilization" in J. Friedman and l•1.J. 

Rowlands. The evolut_ion of social systems, Pittsbargh. 

13. Raymond and Bridget Allchin, (1974), "The relationship o£ 

neolithic and later settled communities with those of late 

stone age hunters and gatherers in pen1nsul~r India" in 

R.s. Sbarmat(ed.), Indian Society: histo~ical probrings, they 

have collected date from sites like Adamgarh etc., to show 

the co existence of hunting, gathe ri·ng. groups with agri eu1 tu• 

ralists. They have also shown its modern ethnographic paral • 

lels. 

14. See c.v. Furer-HaimendoDf (1940) ~~ The Reddis of the Bison 

hills, London, pp.282·284. There have been very many studies 

of Bhils and Gonds who stay in the Malwa region. see chapter 

three for other references. 

1$. There is a whole lot of literature on the ecological distur

bances in this region. see, Gurdip Singh, (1979) • "The Indus 

Valley Culture." in G.L. Possehl ( ed) Ancient cities of the 

Indus. Delhi. R.N. Ghosh, (1977), "Photogeological studies 

on ancient water regims of Rajasthan rivers," in D.P. Agrawal 

and B.1•1. Pande (eds.) Ecology and archaeology of ·~estern 
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India, Delhi, Both these scholars pelieve that a pm se 

of marked aridity began around 1000 B.c. However, a host 

o£ other writers like V .r.~. Mehar - Homji, and R.P. Dhir 

(in the book cited above) believe that there were only 

minor fluctuati~ns in the climate. 

16. R.L. Raikes and R.H. Dyson, "The prehistoric climate of 

Baluchistan and the Indus Valley, in ~.L._ Possehl Op. 

Cit. R.L. Raikes, (1968), nKalibangan Death from natural 

causes", _Antiquity, No .42. 

17. A.B. Bose, "Paetoral. nomadism in India" in t.n. Leshnik 

and G.D. Sonthe1mer, Pastoralists arx:i. nom~dsin south Asia. 

18. Lawrence Leshflik, (1972), "P?e.t,P,.IJ!l, p~.m~!i;sm in the archa

eology of India and Pakistan" _t-:orld archaeologg Vo1.4. 

No.2. 

19. ~t.K. Dhaval1kar, (1973), noevelopment and decline of the 

Deccan Chaloolithic" in D.P. Agrawal and A. Ghosh ~eds) 

Radio-carbon and Indian Arehaeolo~. Also see G.G. f4ajum

dar and s.N. Rajguru's comments in V.N. Mishra and M.s. 

Mate ( 1965), .Indian Prehistory: 1964, Poona. 

20. N.R. Banerjee, The iron age in India pp.30-38. 

21 • ~. 19 59-60 

22. See the appendix 

23. As pointed out earlier, there is soma confusion regarding 

the stratification and elating of the fortification in these 

sites. But w.hatever evidence we have seem to indicate their 
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occurrence in the· early part of the first millenium B.o. 
see H.D. Sankalia ffThe beginning of ~ivilization in M.P. 

"Journal of Madhya Pradesh Itihasa Parished, 1973. N.R. 

Banerjee, Op.cit, and Udai Vir Singh, "FUrther excava

tions in Eran "Joqrnal of Madhya Pradesh Itihasa Pad:_shad, 

No.s. 1967. In Magda the· chalcolithic phase ended around 

SOC B.C., accordirig to the ~xcavator t:Q.u.s there is a dis

tinct possibility of fortification having been bdilt aro

und 1000 B.C. 

24. see B.K. Thapar, (1965), "Prakash, l9SS: A chalcolithic 

site in the Tapti valley", rmcient India No.20•21, 1964-65, 

N.R. Banerjee, Iron age in India for Nagda, and Udai Vir 

Singh, (1967), "Further excavation in Eran". Journal of 

Madhya Pradesh Itihasa Parishad, No. 5, 1967. These are 

the only three well report2 d ei te s from which we can have . 
a wee-bit of idea of the early phgse of BR'\'l culture. 

25. D. Chakrsbarti, (1976), "The beginnings of iron in India", 

Antiquity Vol. 50. 

26. F.R. Allchin, (1963), l!eolithic Cattle Keee2z·s of South 

India, Cambridge University Press,p •. 170. 
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And so we enter the sixth century B.c. The personali

ties and people who stalk the sta~ of history are no lon~ 

ger heroes and warriors, rather they are kings and emper-, 

ors. Pradyota, Bimbisara, Prasenjit are only some of the 

examples. The king of Ujjain ( Avanti) might gp all the 

way to. Raja.grha, a distance of more than one thousand . 
kilometers, to satisfy his imperial ambi ti014..s. The kings 

of Kosala and Magadha can quarrel not to settle some per-
-t-1 sonal. grudge but to claim the terri tory of Kasi • The 

Buddha can cover the areas of Oaya to Kau~ambl to disse

minate his tea.chings2 • All this indicate the breakdown 

of the regional barriers. Kingdoms encompassing diverse 

ecological zones h'3'd come into existence. l\ period of 

tremendou$ cultural .interaction in economic, social and 

rellgious spheres is discernible. In the Mal~va region 

Ujjain emerged as the centre of political and economic 

dominance. A structural comparison of the finds from the 

major urban centres should be instructive. 

The Northern Black {iJolished Ware is reported from all 

the early urban cent~s of India. It either pi"ecdes or 

· co:i.ncides with the beginnings of urbanism in all the sites3. 

This pottery has been reported from as far nung sites as 

Amaravati (Andhra Pradesh, Guntur district) Bangarh 
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(Bangla-desh, Dinajpur district) and Charsada (Peshawar 

district, Pakistan). It has been £ound'tO .succeed the 

Pm.r cultures in the Upper Ganges Valley and the BR~.Y, 

belonging to different traditions, in the lower Ganges 

Valley, Mal~JS and the Deccan. Thus, the NBPlv (later 

phase) o6vered almost the entire Indian sub-continent 

except deep south. Household utensils constitute a very 

personal item of use manifesting the individuality or any 

culture. The occurrence o£ the NBP\1/ in such far flung 

areas is the evidence for intensive cultural interaction 

among various communities. Besides, we believe that the 

NBP\'! was not a tr:1de pottery. Most probably, it was car

ried by monks and merchants for thei-r personal ues. In 

some cases it might have been manufactured locally4. 

This will indicate that the cultural interaction among 

the various 20nes was not simply'confined to the sphere 

of economy, which is what happens in the early sta~s of 

contact. ·Rather, the cultural integration was taking 

place in the more conservativ~ sphe.res of' religious ideas 

and beliefs also. The NBP\'1 cultural stratum in sites 

llke Atranjikhera5, Prahladpur6, Rsjghat7 , Vai~all8 etc. 

was larger than the preceding cultural stratum. There is 

an increase in the number of sites also in this phase. In 

U .P •. Bihar, West Bengal and Madhya Pradesh quite a few 



sites are founded on virgin soil9 • This indicates an 

expanding economy and a growing population. Nucleation 

of population in lerge sites t-Jould indicate 1ntensific9tion 

o£ agriculture. 

In the early phase of the introduction of the NBPT:l 
I 

there \'las a boom in the ceramic ind!lstry. Besides the 

fact that the NBP\v dishes, bowls and handis are round 

in many shapes which have no precedence, other associated 

pottery industries like the Black slip~)ed Ware, Grey Ware 

and Red \vare, saw the introduction of many new shapes10 • 

The new shapes and better finish indicate an improved 

technological skill and a general improvement in the aes

thetic tastes of the people who were using it. It show 

that people had diverse kinds o£ requirements for which 

they needed many more types of pots and pans. 

The tribal societies are characterised by the 'domes

tic mode of production' where every household produces or 

is capable of producing almost all the things it requires. 

In other words every hou.sehold as an independent un1 t re

peats what the other unit is doing in production ~cti vi ties. 

This kind of organisation is replicated in the ritual and 

political strunture or this society 11 • 1.\s a tangible re

flection of this social organisation the houses· and house

hold goods are also broadly similar to each other in these 
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societies. In the more advanced chiefdoms one might come 

across some larger structures. Some times the community 

as a whole m.ight construct channels or bunds for the use 

of the tribe as a whole 12 • The emergence of higher forms 

of organisatiion such as state leads to the breakdown in 

thie self-sufficient 'familial mode of production•. The 

state intervenes as an intennediary among various production 

units. This intervention can be in the form of supplier 

of raw materials • organiser of irrigation \iOrk or as the 

sole legitim9te authority to solve internal and external 

order and dispute problems. The representatives of this 

new social structure control large financial resources. 

Their political and ritual status is embodied in the exis

tence of larger structures. Thus, the breakdown of the 

domestic mode of production is alao mirrored in the exis

tence of diverse kinds of residences. In Ujjain a mudfor

tification, enclosing an area a mile long and three quar

ters of a mile wide was erected after about 25 to 50 years 

of the settlement of the site 13. That, it was meant for 

a privileged group is clear from the existence of humbler 

habitations outside the fortification 14. There is some 

controvery whether it was a fortification or simply a bund 

against the river ksipra15. However, the literary referen-. 
ces to El fortification and the existence of other large 

public structures inside this area in the suc.ceeding phase 
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do indicate that this structure functioned as a f'orti£1-

cation at least in the later phase of its existence16. · 

The existence of fortification is indicative of the fact 

that certain group of people have identified themselves 

as superior to the surrounding population. It might also 

show the needs of a political authority to protect itself 

from hostile neighbours. In other urban centres of ancient 
,._ :-

India fortifications came up rather late. In Kausambi they 

are said to have been erected in 1000 B.c. 17 But this 

early dating has bgen questioned and it has been shown that 

the fortification was not appreciably earlier then the app

earance of the NBP\•118 • This will bring down the date of the 

beginnings of fortification to around sixth century B.c. 

as the NBP~~ phase can be dated to the fifth century B.c. In 
, - - - - ,_ --

sit,es like Sravasti, Rajghat Vaisal1 etc. fortifications 

were built between 500 to 200 B. c. But they seem to have 

been present in almost all the early histor.ieal sites • . 
I .-

In Ujjain, Kausambi etc. use of burnt bricks is attes-

.ted from the beginning of the NBPU phase. In UJjain a 

tank measuring 32'x 26' was made of burnt brick. Simi

l3rly a brick canal was exposed upto 185' 19. Brick revet

ments were built in some places around the fortification. 

1\n apsidal structure built of columnar dressed stones has 

also been raported20 • In Kau$ambl a tp ce made of dressed 
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ston~ s and many large brick structures have been reported. 

This phase of the appearance of the NBP has been placed 

around 450 B.c. by us. However, in other sites like Vaisali, 
- :If I - "" 

Rajghat, Sravasti etc. the initial phase of the NBP\'1 shows 

mud and bamboo structures. In the earlier phase of the 

NBPW, ~yodhya had i>lattle and daub hou.ses and mud brick 

structures21 • At Mathura NBPW period has been divided into 

three sub-phases. It was only in the last sub-phase that 

it witnesc:ed vigorous building activ1ty22 • Atranjikhera 

yielded a simil~r evidence. Here no structure has been 

reported .from the early .fhass of the appearance of the 

NBPiv23 • In Vai~aii the easket containing Buddha's ashes 

had a stupa built on it with piled up mud which contained 

NBPt,'! sherds24 • Fortifications and brick structures made 

their appearance Qnly around 300 B.c25. Although, we do 

not expect uniform developments all over northern India, 

the frequent references to most of these sites as urban 

centres in the early. Buddhist sources and the C 14 dates 
-

available from various sites indicate a need for an upward 

rf!Vision of dates for the beginn1n6s of urbanism. It may 

be placed between 450 B.c. and 350. ~~e shall discu.ss this 

problem later on. It was in this phase that most of these 

c:entre s had vigorous building acti vi ties. Brick-lined drains, 

ring-wells, tanks made of brick etc. have also been reported. 
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Iron has been reported from all the sites in the urban 

phase26. Compared to the preceding cultural stratum it 

come in greater use. Iron weapons are found in large quan

tity. Iron sickles, axes and hoes have also been reported27. 

,An iran smelting site was discovered in Ujjain which showed 

advan.ced techniques of iron making. Copper was used in 

considerable quantity even in this phase •. It was mostly 

used for decorative purposes.. 4ntim.ony rods, rings, bang

les, toys and collared beads are a frequent occurrence in 

almost~· all the sites. Copper hooks, chisels and axes, 

have also been reported. A copper miniature vase has been 

reported from Atranjikhera. 

has been discovered in Campa • 

The rim of' a copper utensil 
, -

Similarly, in Vaisali two 

copper bowls have been reported. 

Terracotta figurines hav,e been reported from Ujjain 

in this perioQ. These figurines are of very crude make 

compared to the succeeding· phase. Such figurines occur 

in most of the early historical sites. Beautiful terra

cotta figurines. have been recovered in Patns, Buxar. 
I -

Bulandibagh, Buxar, Kausambi, Rupar etc. completely mou-

lded figurines have been found in Rupar.; Kau~ambi and Buxor. 

But they occur after 300 B.c. In ~maravati sculptural 

activiti.es started around the second century B.C. 
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Ujjain was a famous exporter of semi-prrecious stones 

in ancient times. There are evidences of'bead manufacture 

from pe ri.od I itself~ It was produced in larger quantity 

from period II. Beads of agate, carnelian and many other 
..(. -

se~recious stones have been found in large numbers. Such 

beads have been reported from most of the sites (see our 

chart). Eye beads' of stratified glass and lapis lazuli 
I - -have- been reported from Sravasti€Lapis Lazuli. is not found 

in the Indian sub-continent. Thus, it was imported from 
~ -

outside• The evidenc~s from Sravasti indicate tbe begin-

nings of i:nter-ngtional trade. In the preceding phase o£ 

development copper and iron were probably exchanged among 

various rer;.ions. But the large scale production of semi

-pracious e1tone beads seems to anticipate the second first 

century B.C. boom in trade between Ujjain and foreign ooun

trie s via the port city of Broach. The existence of speci

fied areas c>f bead manufacture indicates craft speciali

sation. Th:f.s exchange activity was no longer incidental, 

rather it was a well _organised activity. Glass b3ngles 

have also been reported from various sites. 

Beautiful ivory objects h3ve been reported from Ujja1n. 

A decorated comb and a human figure are some of the signi

ficant finds. Ivory points, pendants and arrowheads have 

been reported from various various sites. The existence of 
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bone points as reported from almost every site might indi

cate the beginning of the art of writing by the early 4th 

century B.C~/ 

The most significant addition to the entire cultural 

a~aemblage is the appearance of seals, sealings and coins 

in this phase. Uniscribed cast copper coins and Punch 

marked copper and silver coins have oo en reported from 

many si tev (See the chart) • ~r\gain they seem to occur 

in the later phases of the NBP\1 culture. They do not 

seem to occur anywhere before the early fourth century 

B.c. Similarly, seals and sealings bearing third and se

cond century Brahm! characters have been raported from most 

of the sites. The appearance of coins, seals and sealings 

is the sign of the beginnings of complex pro ceases of 

exchange and gu.ild activities. Silver, punch marked coins 

with 'Ujjain' symbol have been foand in pl~ces like Ujjain, 

Vidis a, Bran and K~u~ambi. They have also been reported 

from .Gujrat, l;!aha rastra and ~ndhra Pradesh28. The appea

r1nce of writinu is also relat~d to the increased comple

xity of the economic act1v1ties29. The appearrJnce of 

coinage meant the coming into exi3tence of money lenders 
, 

and bankers (Sresthin). It eased the exchan5~ process 
• s 

througil easy inter-personal exchgnges. l.fore important 

still, is the fact that some univeraal standard of exchange 



was accepted by the far flung areas. This showed the inf

luence of the nascent urban economies whose dyn;mics was 

affecting the entire sub-continent. The punches and seals 

were marks of authority guaranteeing the quality of the 

object. No wonder the earliest· coins in India are said 

to.have been issued by merchant guilds who had most to do 

with exchange • 

Our discussion on the beginnings of urbanism creates 

some new problems. The cultural equipment outlined above 

does not seem to have come into existence before the later 

half of the fifth century B.c. Trad1tion9lly the sixth 

century B.c. is bslieved to have ..&en the begin:lings of 

the urban life ·i.n India. Besides, most of the characters

tics we have selected for the understanding of urbanism 

appear in different phases, fortifications being the ear

liest and coinage seals;sealings being the latest. Of 

course the traits complex ap9roach of Gordon Childe has 

been found wanting and none o£ the characteristics is uni

versal. For example, monumental structures were totally 

absent in early China3°. That is because mo•u~nts them

selv~s are a society's way of symbolisin~ its religious 
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o.r political aspirations. Similarly long distance trade, 

1.-Jri ting etc. can be found missing in one instance or the 

other. This kind of approach which mechanically lifts trait 

complexes from one instance or other and uses them as ends 

in themselves rather than as reflections of the societal 

formation, is bound to cause confusion3 1 • \~'hat \'Je should 

look for is certain social formations as reflected in the 

archaeological remains i.e. social stratification, state 

forna tion, craft specialisation and urbanisation. The 

social formation which is discernible in the archaeologic~l 

assemblages outlined above does seem to have all these fea

tures, specialised craft activities could be seen in the 

widespread use of textiles, metal work and jewellery. As 

pointed out earlier, in the city of Ujjain, separate struc

tures have been discovered where bead making and metal smel

ting activities were performed. The very richeness of the 

.finds indicates some amount of specialisation. Social stra

tification is a vague category which has been found even in 

the simpler socie.tie s. All urban societies were class socie

ties mPaning thereby that access to strategic economic reso

urces was controlled by some groups. The \1ar weapons di a

covered in such prolific numbers are by themselves syrnpto

mati c of the patterns o£ domination established in this 

phase of development. Again 1 the sro311 amount of luxury goods 

discovered in this cultural phase could not be owned by all. 
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Presumably, it was owned by the same people who weilded 
\ 

those weapons. The variations in site sizes and the dif-

ferences between the individiual structures also indi

cate a stratified society. State societies are supposed 
• 

to have .emerged out of the att.empt to legitimise the une-

qual access to the means of production. Besides, our lite

rary sources abound in references to the formation of state 

societies around the 6th-5th century B.c. (See the appendi"') l 

t~th this kind of development it is~ reasonable to think 

that by 6th-5th century B.c. state societies had come into 

existence. Urbanism as a phenomenon means that all the 
F 

three developments outlined above were ef'fecti vely concen

trated in comparatively sm~ll areas. Urban centres worked 

as containers where all the developments took place. 

In some cases all the developments outlined above occ

ured without the urban centres having come into existence. . ' 

Or else cities in Chiria and Egypt develop-ed after prolonged 

phase of maturation. With our limited evidence, it is 

difficult to trace all these processes of devalopment. 

Ho\vever, in .. the present easel urban centres do seem to have 

emerg~d around 5th-4th century B.c. It is evident frum 

the large size of some of the urban settlemen1e. Sites like 

U j jain spra\'lling over a huge a rea, speak of the complex 

web of relationshipsthat existed inside this habitation. 
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The period of the Buddha (Cir.563-483 B.C .• ) has been belie• 

ved to be one of great social upheavals. New classes of mer

chants were gaining economic control whose ritual status 

\1as ver;y·low. It has been contended that it -was to remove 

the discrep~ncy between the ritual status and actual status 

of this noveau riche group that Buddhism arose. Besides, 

the Buddha is repeatedly mentioned as parleying with kings 

and merchants. Now, if we accept our dates for the beginn

ings of the urban centres, where could the kings and, the 

merchants stay? In the villages? Could it be that most 

of the personalities qssociated with the Buddha were pro

ducts of the encrust:ations of the later phases? This kind 

of happening is well knot'ln about the Brahmanical literature? 

Otherwise, are we not too fastidious about our trait-complex 

approach? Ho\i are we goint to expl~in the existence of the. 

pan-Indian emp_i re in the .fourth century B.C. without any 

prior development in the social structure? Should \ve not 

expect political society or urban centres to emerge in course 

of time? Probably this provides the clue; by the time of 

the Buddha, societal relations were ch3nging, new power blocks 

were efi\9rging. The emergence of urban centres was a process 

whose beginning will have to be placed earlier than their 

tangible remains. A period of gestation \~as required for 

the efflorescence of the urban centres. Buddhism was very 

much a protest against a \'lay of life in which social ineq

uality, civil strife, riches and poverty \"!ere rampa~ • 
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1. See A.L. Basham, (1981), The wonder that \'las India, 

Delhi, and Narendr<;l \~egle, (1966), Society at the 

time of Buddha, Bombay, 1966, for the references in 

the Buddhist 11 terature to the contemporary society. 

2. D.D. Kosambi, (1971), The culture and civilization of 

Ancient India1 Delhi, pp.109-111. -
3· P.ror.K.K. Sinha has su.ggested that the NBP occurs in 

two distinct cultural contexts. The earlie.r phase 

has yielded the NBPW in large numbers which is of 

high quality. This phese had mud brick or wattle-daub 

huts, no ring wells, no fortification,no inscribed 

material or coinage. The earliest occurrences of the 

NBPW are reported from the Middle Ganges Valley sites 

like Chirand, Vaihali, l\au~amb1 etc. This earlier 

phase seems to be pre-urban in natare as itt evident 

from the artefacts recovered from various sites. In 

the later phase the NBP\'1 is of an interior quality 

and is used in a smaller quantity. In this phase 

baked brick structures and fortifications have been 
"V\ 

reported from many sites. Moulded terra cotta f'igur~es, 

punchmarked coin~ and inscribed sealings are frequ

ently found. All this clearly, indicates an urban 

society. The NBP\1 oecurs in this context in sites 

like Hastinapur, Rupar, Kumrahar and Ujjain. This 
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·phase has been believed to have begun around 350 B.c. 
The early phase ie thought to have begun around 500 B. 

' . . 

c. See K.K. Sinha, (1969), "The NBP ware-Fresh hypo-

thesis in the light of the Sravasti evidence" in B.P. . . 

Sinha' ( ed). Potteries in ancient India, Patna, How

ever, in view of the. calibrated dates provided for both 

the phases they can be as~igned slightly earlier dates. 

The earlier phase might have begun around the end of -l~e 

seventh century B.c. the urban.phase might have begun 

around the !!arly part of the fifth century B.c. Follow

ing are some.of the dates provided for various sites:-

Site -
Mathura 

Atranjikhe ra 

Allah pur 

P .Q. \\t/N .B.P .W.Phase 

c14 date 

610 + 150 - .. 

730 !. 150 

66o + 100 -
150 + 150 

(disturbed layer) 

540 !. 150 

530 + 150 -
270 + 110 . 

(contaminated) 

Calibrated date in B.c. 
750 !. 150 

810:!:. 150 

790 :t 100 

11o-·7o ±. 150 

660-510 + 150 -
640- 500 !. 1 50 

380-240 !. 110 . 



·Site -
Ahicchatra 

Bateswar 

K~usambi 

Besnagar 

Kayatha 

Mathura 

Noh 

Rupar 

Ujja.in 

Chi rand 

N.B.P.\1. Dates 

c14 dates 

475 ... 105 -
640 ... 160 

<disturbed) 

530 + 110 -
410 1-. 110 -
440 + 100 . -
400 + 100 -
470 + 105 -
295 + 110 -
470 .;t 100 

495 ... 100 -
400:!:. 110 

460 !. 100 

510 ;t 150 

300 1- 160 
(inconsistent) 

685 !.. 105 

485 ... 100 -
390 !. 105 

450 !. 95 

765 + 95 -
35 + 105 -. 

" 

13S 

Calibrated date in B.c. 
470-440 :t 105 

780 ... 160 -
640 !. 110 

420 !. 110 

430 + 100 -
420 + 110 -

460-400 :!:. 1 00 

475 !. 100 

420 :!:. 110 

440 :!:. 100 

490 :!:. 150 

390 :!:. 160 

795 !. 105 

470 :!:. 100 

420 + 105 -
530-410 + 95 -

See, Makkhan Lal, (19SO), ~~The date of painted Grey 

ware cul tu.re: A review". Bulletin of the Deccan College 



Research Institute, Vol.39· Also see D.P. Agrawal and 

D.K. Chakrabarti, ( eds.)_ (1979}, Indian Pre-History, 
I 

Delhi. Sites like Kayatha/ U jjain and Rupar which had 

been placed in the group of the sites having NBP in 

the urban phase have dates around 450 B.c. tsee our 

chart for some more dates). 

4. As pointed out earlier, the good quality NBP':l occ-

urs in the ea.rlier phase of its existence. The cul 

tural assemblage belonging to this phase does not 

indicate any large scale trade. On the other hand 

the pottery occuring outside the Ganges Valley is 

mostly found in late contexts (most of the time after 

the 4th century B.c.) ~~hen it was gradually fading 

out af existence in the Ganges Valley iOsel£. It has 

been shown by; ~cholars like Karl Polanji that trade 

in ancient times was mostly confined to luxury items 

(K. Pola~i et.al. (eds) (1975), Trade and market in 

~he early empi~ Glencoe. In many of the sites of 

Bihar like ChirandJ Oriup etc. (which were historically 

unimportant pla ees) the NBP~'l forms more than 50% of 

the total potterj yield. Similar is the ease with 
,_ I 

Rajgllat(ji Sravasti and Sarn5th. This would rule out 

the possibility that the NBPW was the exclusive pre

. serve of the elite .. If it were a trade pottery one 
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would expect that sites at greater distance from the Ganges 

Valley would yield better quality pottery in lesser quanti

ties. J\t least in the case of Ujjain the case is the reverse. 

It has yielded bad quality NBP\'1 in large numbers. In 

Vai,ali the chak-Ramdas area yielded large number of the 

best quality pottery in period I. But in the Garb area 

\'lhich was settled around 3rd centucy B.c. (period IB) and 

has fortification and rich cultural assemblage NBP\'l was 

not used. Thus, the rich and powerful preswna.bly staying 

inside this area were not using this pottery. On the other 

hand in the Chak Ramdas area with its pooeer cultural assem

blage and rio fortification, the NBP\v continued in use even 

in period 1 B. (see Krishna Deva and V .K. Mishra'. {'1961) • 

Vaisali excavations (1950), Vai~ri Samgh. This will sug

gest that the poorer sections of the population were still 

us1 ng this pottery. The general deterioration in the qua

lity of the pottery in the urban phase also indicates that 

the NBP"\'1 was not a trade pottery. In Pauni and Amar~vati 

the NBPW has been recovered from the lowest stupa levels. 

Its dish and bowl shapes \-were ideal for begging food. This 

lends support to our belief' that it might have been carried 

by the monks •. 

5· A Ghosh, (1973), The city in early historical India, 

Simla. 
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6. A.K. Narain and J.N. Roy, (l96g), The excavations at 

Prahladpur, Varanasi, 1968, period 1B, the NBPW phase 

covered a larger area. 

1. A.K. Narain and J.N. Roy, Excavations at Rajghat, 

Varanasi, 1976, Vol.II. Here also period 1 B, having 

the NBPl'l showed larger habitation area compared to the 

preceding period. 

8. Krishna Deva and V.K. Mishra, (1961), Vaisali excavations: 

1950, Vaisali samgba, 1961. In this case also, period 1 B 

cultural stratum covered a larger area. This corresponds 

to the urban pm se of the NBP\'1 occurrence. 

9. In U.P. and Bihar occurrence of the NBPlJ coincided with 

the earliest occupation oftl'e site in Ayodhya, ~mpa, 

Jajamu, Manwar, Takiaper, Kumrahar, Rajgir, Sravasti 
,_ -

Vaisali, Katragarh etc. In Hastinapur the NBP\'1 occured 

after a brief period of abandonment. In \'lest Bengal, 

l-1 .. P. Maharastra and Andhra .Pradesh the NBP~·f finds, e.i ther 

from earliest habitation layer or from a reoccupat1on of 

the site, are reported from sites like, Awra, Amaravati, 

Broach, Kayath9, Ter, Tripur.i, Paithan, Bahal, Pauni, 

Tumain, Chandrakatugarh and Bangarh. 

10. See L.A. Narain, (19{1:)), "Associated antiquites o£ the 

NBPW with special reference to Bihar" in B.P.. Sinha ( ed) 

Potteries in ancient India, Patna. Also see the excavation 

reports of Rajghat and Prahladpur, Op.cit. 
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12. See R.A. Fernea' s paper in K. Kraeling an.d R.M. Adams, 

City invincible, for the collective activities of tri
...:.------
besmen. They construct irrigation channels f'or their use. 

13. See N.R. Banerjee, (1965), The iron age in India, Delhi. 

He thinks that the fortification was erected around 700 

B.c. \•le have assigned 450-400 B.c. to the NBP\'l phase here. 

The 6• debris below this level should have taken between 

250-200 years to accumulate according to the estimates of 

the excavator himself. So the erection of the rampart after 

a 25 to 50 years of habitation should be placed some where 

around 650-600 B.c. 
14. Indian Archaeology - A review, 19 57-58. 

15. M.s. Mate, (1970), "Early historic fortifications in the 

Ganga Valley" Purata~a, No.3. 
'"' 

16. N.R. Banerjee, Iron age in India. 

I - -17. G.R. Shann~ .The excavations at Kausambi (1957-59)) 

Allahabad, 1960. 
. 

18. see A. Ghosh, The city in early h•storical India, ani 

K.K. Sinha, Estra~igraphy and chronology or early Kausam

bi" in D.P. Agrawal and A. Ghosh (eds) .• Radio carbop and -----__,:::----
Indian archaeology, Bombay, 1973 ~ 

II 
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20.~N.R. Banerjee, Iron age in India, 

\ 
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-

23. R.C. Gaur, "A note on the NBP~:" in B.P. Sinha (ed). 

Potteries in Ancient India. 

24. B.P. Sinha and Sita Ram noy, Voisali excavation: 1958-62. 
. . ' .\ -~~'( 

25. For'Ayodhya the excavator g1ves~3rd century B.c. to 
. . 

1st century A.D. for the post .rampart phase which sa\'1 

most of the construction activity. In Atranjikhera, two 

of the c14 dates· of 295+100 and. 26o+105 will indicate a - -
similar date. Althougt\ other c14 dates indicatirg an 

earlier beginning are alS"J available. The Mathura c14 

dates ranging between 510 to 300 B.c. for this phase might 

point to an earlier beginning. Vai~all has been assigned 

300 B.C. to 100 A.D. by the excavator. 

26. Most of the comparative data we are presenting here is 

based on the reports from Indian Arcaeolqgy- A review 

1953-54 to 1978-79. 

21. Compared to the preceding period these was an increase in 

the number and variety of iron too~s. see D. Ch;:)krabarti 

"Beginnings of iron and social chan~ in India" in Indian 

studies: past and present vol. XIV. No.4. 

28. s.K. Dik!3hit, ~JJaiyini itihasa tatha puratatvva (-in Hindi). 

29. The earlie.st uses of writing were for maintaining ·records of 

economic activities. See R.M. Adams. Evolution of the 

urban Society. 
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Chi'na" \i'orld archaeology Vol. 6 No.1. 

31. This kind of approach has been followed by A. Ghosh 

op-cit. and v.K. Thakur, {1980}, /Urbanisation in 

Ancient India, Delhi ~ 
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'The attempts to co-relate the literary tradition with 

the archaeological cultures has been t~ken up very recently. 

\ny study on those lines will require an independent study 

which could .establish the fact that cet~tain tribes could 

be associated with certain areas in a ptlrticular historical 

phase. \'J'e too are making an attempt in this direction. Our 

conclusions are tentative, but they do !live us some idea of 

the process of change in the institutional structure. ~orne 

literary sources can also be utilised f'o~r reconstructing the 

societal developments from the early firet.millen1um B.c. 
Prof. Rom1la Thapar has made some att.emptls to co-relate some 

tribal groups with the archaeological cul!tures in the Malwa 

region 1• The Yadavas are repeatedly associated with the 

areas like Saurastra, Malwa· and Viderbha. The evidences used 

by us are from myriad sources. The dates of their composi

tion vary from 7th-6th century B.C. to 4~h-5th century A.D. 

The Yadavas are frequently mentioned in later Vedic \iorks . 
, -like the Satapatha Brahmana and the Aitareya Brahmana. They 

• • 

are mentioned even in the Rg veda2. They participated in 
• 

the battle of ten-kings. Suffice it to say that even the 

informacion given in the Puranas which were composed in 
• 

the post christian era, might refer to events which took 

place somewhere in 1000-'100 B.c. This is the date tradi

tionally gtven to the later Vedic phase. 
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The epics and Pura~1Js are the products of a cull".mulative 

process of accretion of the oral poetic tradttion. This kind 

of oral tradition is meant to affirm the convictions an.d values 

of a society. They constitu.te, what has been called 'the 

charters of legitimacy' for social institutions and 

actions, validation of traditional customs, beliefs, 

and attitudes.3 The emergence of heroic sagss as f"<./-

empli .. fied in the epic literature is symptomatic or 
a new value system. The egalitarian societies are 

giving way to societies which are commanded by human 

heroes towering over the common masses. The new genre of 

literature emerges when the society can no longer contain 

the tensions or t.be social structure. In other \iOrds, 

the epic 11 terature (unlike the myth having gods as the 

leading 'characters) legitimises the powers of a group or 

people who have gained unequal po~ter. 4 The oral litera-

ture however undergoes many additions and substrabtions 

before it is put to writing. That is why, we h.~ve the 

descriptions of primitive tribal society and advanced 

urban civilization in the same texts~ Thus, any attempt 

to present synchronic picture of a society through these 

literary sources will be virtually looking for a will-o-the 

Wisp. we shall try to use the data in an evolutionary 

perspect1 ve. Although the choice of various contexts will 

be arbitrary and shall assume a uniform development in 

time ani space, it will be donG with the help of anthro

pological studies~ \'le believe that even 1£ we succeed in 
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reconstructing some of the components of the societal 

structure, it might g,ive us some idea of other parts of 

it. This is because various levels of socio-cultural 

integration show a complementarity among its components. 

In the Mahabharata and many other Pura~as the stlory 

of the banishment of Yadu to the south from the Madhya 

desa is mentioned. This will obviously indicate the Malwa 

ret).on. The Har1 vam~a says that the Yadavas conquered 
• 

territories extending from A'narta (modern Kathiawar and 

some portions of Malwa) to Mathura 5. There are references 

to Mahismant, a member of the Haihaya segement of th3 ., . 

Yadavas, as having founded the city of MahismafJ.. In 
• - -another instance kartivirya Arjuna is credited with the 

conquest of K~rkotaka Naga and establishment of Mahismatl 6 • 
• 

One o·i' the sons of T'alajangha was Avanti after whom the 

Malwa region was known?. Similarly, the Ghata Jataka also .. 
records the trad1 tion or Yadava s staying in f.'Iathura and 

~- 8 -Dwaravati • At the end of the Musalaparva in the Mahabharata 

Arjuna is shown as establishing the son of Krtvarma in the 
" 

city or 1JI.t;:ttikavat1, the son of Yurdhana on the banks of 

Saraswati and the son of Aniruddha in Indraprastha. The 

-city of Mrttikavati was located somewhere in Anarta which 

consisted of parts of Malwa and Gujrat9. All these refere

nces do indicate that the earliest Indian literature does 

associ ate M.alwa \'lith the Yadavas. Various other regions 
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around Malwa have also been associated with the Yadavas. 
. - . 10 

They inclu.de Kathiawa r, Deccan and the Banas Valley • 

This indicates the cultural mnification of larger region 

compared to the archaeological cultures discus;::ed so far. 

BRW phase, of course, is represented in all these areas. 

Some other uniformities in the spread and synchronisms 

have led certain scholars to believe that the BR\'l pottery 

represented the Yadavas 11.• It is difficult to believe that 

such a large region was occupied by the segements of only 

one tribe especially when they are referred to as }tqving 

occupied areas as far as Magadh. In fact, pre-state chief

doms are typically known to have existed in a single eco

logical· zone, It was the state societies which controlled 

diverse ecological zones12. t'Jhile w~ do believe that there 

was some immigration to Malwa, the identification of these 

regions with the habitation of the Yadus is more a result 

of the process of Sanskritisation and state formation. This 

simply indicates tha~ lineages from large)tand larger are'ls 

were cro\iding the canvas of the bards and brahmins. They 
• 

m d to find geneologi. cal connexions and legi timaey for the 

emerging powers 13. Even the uniformity of material cu.lture 

need not indicate a single tribe. The Hittities~ a well 

known Indo-EUropean group, fully adopted the material cul

ture of the areas they conquered. But they would not have 

been known as a separate group of people if their inscrip-
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-tions were not deciphered14 • In £~ct we have certain 

indications which might show that the Yadavas as a group 
a.. 

referred to the indi.genous communi ties also. The Andttas 

and Vrsnis are are referred to as Vratyas in the Drona-
.. t • 

-parva of tiE Maha bha rata 15. ~grawal ~ e pointed out that 

the "iratyastoma ritual was meant to convert the non-Aryan 

population16. In the Rajsuya ceremony or the Pandavas • 
I I ... Ll 17 S1supala accused ~rsna of not belonging to any caste • 

' .. 
Similorly, the Vrsni god Krsna is said to have been defe-

• .. - ... " 
ated by Indra in the Rg veda 18 • T~is fact gets added signi-

• 
ficance when we remember the intense rivalry of Krsna arid 

••• 
Indra in the epic literature. Similarly, drinking of 

liqueur has been called one of the four greatest sins 
/ 

in the Sruti literature. It was regularly indulged in by 

the Yadavas. Balarama is repeatedly mentioned as getting 

drunk and eating the meat of buffalo. ~re significant 

is the contrast between the marriage practices of the 

Yadavas and the Indo-EUropeans. They practised cross-cou

sin marriage which is prohiluted in the Indo-Aryan kimohip 

system19. Besides, they practiced sagotra marriage 

CVasudeva-Devakl and Krsna - iatyabhama). A Brahmans 
' .. " \ 

n~med Brahmadat~a married most of bis 500 daughters to 

Yadu pr.tnces20. Bride capture, again an unorthodox prac

tice of marriage was regularly resorted to by the Yadus. 

Similarly a late Buddhist te.xt refers to Gujarat as one 
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of the panca-dravida lands21 • In one instance the Yadava 

linea~ is mentioned as descended from the demon Madhu. , 
His son Levana a tearful demen was killed by Satrughna22. 

One of the important clans of the Yadavas was called Madhus. 

This again indicates connexious with the indigenous popu

lation. In course of a few generations a people.who were 

considered heathens become a respectable community with a 

prestigiour:; pedigree. It seems that most of the so called 

Yadava lineages \~ere but separate groups integrat.ed into the 

main line for social legitimacy. 

\'le shall briefly review the social structure of these 

agro-pastoral groups. This might give us some idea of the 

societal developments in the Malwa region imnedia tely pre

ceding the emergence of state society. 

If one takes a glance into the dynastic list of the 

.~ndhaka-Vrsnis one thing strikes us. The names of all the 

sons are mentioned. Quite a few of them seem to be ruling 

simultaneously over 41fferent areas. Succession is not 

according to the law o£ primogeniture. For example seven 

sons of 8atvata are mentioned. Out of them Mehabhoja, 

Andheka, Vrsni and Devavrddha, were founders of various ... ~ 

11neages23. After the internecine war among the Yidavas 

the sons of Aniruddha krtvanna and ~atyak1 are shown as ... 

being installed as kings. ·Even in such a crucial time 
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as the Mahabharata war t(rsna and Satyaki sided w1 th the , .. 
Pandavast Krtavarmi helped the kauravas and Balarama remia-• ~ . . . 

ned fteutral. The partcipat ion: of all these leaders in the 

Raja siiya, sacrifice of the Panda vas ind:l. cates that they en-... 
joyed considerable power and independence. There was no 

centralizing authority. Such practies are symptomatic of 

the existence of segementary lineage system. Sahlins beli

eves that such social structures emerge in an inter-trib~l 

situation when there is considerable pressure on a limited 

area of land. Its main thrust is predatory organisation i'S\.

conflict with other tribes. It is typically suited to tri

bes which are agro-pastoralistst but not advanced agricul

turali sts24. 

Krsna and Ugrasena are time and again referred to as 
••• 

kings ·Of the Bhojas, Kukkuras, Andhakas etc. and not as 

kings of a particular territory. State signifies the estab

lishment of society as a territory· as opposed to kinship 

entities under lineage chiefs in tribal societies. The 

Frankish invaders used to call themselves the 'king of 

Fr~.nks' which latter on changed ·to 'king of Francet25. 

Similarly, Kamsa was called a tyrant not because of any • 
misrule but because "he prosecuted his rola tive s and gained 

ascendancy over all of them. The wretch began to appress 

the Rajanyas, old people and the Bhojas"26. Krsna says that 
""~ . 

he did se.rvice to his kinsmen by killing ~antsa and Suna~an27 • .. 
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Most of the marriages of the important Yadu heroes 

were by bride-capture. When Krsna comes to know Arjuna' s 
e • e 

penchant for his sister; he, ::l.nste~d of marrying her off 
. 28 

in a regular Aryan fashion advises him to abduct her. 

The function o£ regulating sex ratio through bride capture 

is exclusive to pre-state societies. Since the Civilized 

societies are relatively large, settled over an extensive 

territory under a single government, an a_djustment to local 

demographic imbalances can be done within this unit itselr29• 

Similarly, the wars fought by these chiefs are not for some 

terri to rial gain, rather, they are due to bride capture or 

some personal animosity. .Alliances are along the kinship 

lines. Like all the songs of heroic ages the battles are 

used for the glorification of particular personalities. In 

the innumerable battles lt'lhich the Andhak Vrsnis fought the . . . . 

presence or· abs9nce of an army was immaterial to the out-come 

of the war. "It was a few heroes like l(rsna, Balarama, . , . 
Pradyumna etc. Who decided the result of the war. This 

shows that the old egalitarian structure was being eroded. 

Co\1s, gold, honey. garments eonstituted the major form 

of gitt3°.· For subhandra's marriage the gifts consisted 
~ . . 

of gpld, cows, ma~es, mules, elephants-and clothes31• In 

the Har1vam'a ~rsna is shown as bringing spoils of war to 
• • • .. # 

the assembly. Meanwhile, Narada, sent by Indra, gave a 

long di seourse otl the glorious deeds of k.rsna. Then . ' . 
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krsna distributed the wealth among his kinsmen32 • Does ... 
it not sound like, some chieftain collecting 'funds of 

power'? In the ngrrati.ve sections of all the epics, ·land 

1 s completely absent as an item of g:l ft. Food 1 tems like 

rice are mentioned just once or twice. Does it not indi

cate an economy.wnieh is predominantly pastoral? At the 

same time the symbiotic relations between the Gopas who 

\iere pasto.ral nomads and the Yadus also indicates a similar 

social structure. 

The general pattern that emerges from our discussion 

is that an agro-pastoral society was being transformed into 

a more stratified society. Intermittent wars and plunders 

brought more power to chiefs. War booty generated new 

patterns of patron-client relationship among the leaders 

and their follO\"lers. Kinship ties were established among 

the ruling groups. The larger the network of these ties, 

the higher the prestige and the greater the capacity to 

cushion economic or polit.ical crises. A capacity to tide 

over such difficulties with the help of powerful kinsmen 

' ' further enhanced chiefs po\~r. The movement towa.rds the 

Malwa region by the herders from drier regions might have 

led to a suddedn increase in the productivity of labour. 

This itself' might generate new patterns of relationship. 

Availability of pastures in abundance might lead to a 
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gradua 1 sedentarisation of the population. The inces-

sant wars indi; cated the crisis of the old structure. Al

ready, only a few consecrated families had access to poli

tical power. The groups of Dvaipyas and Haimyas were 

staying with the Andhaka Vrsn1s but they did not enjoy any .... 
political power33. T:te maintenance of genealogy it self 

became important as a result of the emergence of private 

property and various other rights, whose legitimacy could 

be proved through hi~ ancestry. It has been shown that 

group-'like Andhras ani P!~ed in 
I 

Satvatas were the 'Sudra' 

Category in the· Smri ti literature. Similarly, they are 

mentioned as Sankirna jatis in nnny instances. This indi-.. 
cates the inclusion of clan groups into the caste struc

ture. The conference of kshatriya status to some groups 

was a recognition of their political authority34. The 

Mahabharata35 war has a symbolic value for the makers of 
' 

the genealogy since its end saw the emergence of full 

fledged monarchical system. This is clear from the shift 

in the geneological record from giving lists of line-

ages to that of the kings, mention of dynasties by name 

and regnal years of individual kings36. The Mahabharata 

war signified a conflict not for cows or gold but for 

righ-cs over land, for right to rule over 1 t. The switch

-over to agriculture itself generates new problems to be 
solved by the society. Fixed residence and large groupings 
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lead to new forms of order and dispute. The settlement may 

demand more elaborate forms of co-operation, careful co-ordi

nation is required for harvesting sowing etc. as food pro

curement will take longer period. Co-operation may be re~ui

red for defens.i've purposes because the. agricultural communi

ties can not simply melt away at the threat from other com

munties, as agricultural activ.ity requires investments of 

labour for long periods of' time. Similarly, there are pos

sibilities of acc~mulation of proper:ty in the form of far

ming implements, durable dwellings andsurplus crops. The 

right to rule which was firmly established after the M:Bhab

harata war meant the right to enforc~ 1 en~ and order and 

the right to collect taxes37. Thus, the end of the Maha

bharata war signified new patterns of property relations 

and political power. It was this pattern of the emer-

gence of ruling groups sanctified by the Brahmanical rit-
• 

uals am enriched by spoils of war, in the back-ground of' 

an agricultural economy, that characterised the succeeding 

phase. 
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KAYATHA CULTURE SITES 

Name o£ the site District Sources 

1. Menoti Mandsaur 

2. sanjeet !-1andsaur V .s. \~akankar 
Chaleoli thie 

3· Mandasaur Mandsaur Cultures of 
Malwa 

4· Jharda Mandsaur 

5· Nahargarb Mandsaur 

6. Jaora Ratlam 

1· Songad.h Ratlam 

8. Me en Ratlam 

9· Runija Ratlam 

10. Khachraud Ujjain 

11. Rajgad Ujjain 

12. Runija Ujjain 

13. Bhilsudi Ujjain 

14. Takarawada Ujjain 

15· Dhangwada Ujjain 

16. Kayatha Ujjain 

17. Futipal Ujjain 

18. Nepawal1 Dhar 

19. Kan\i&n Dhar 

20. Mana war Dhar 

21. . l.faheshwar Khargone 

22. Chiklda Khargone 
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Name of the site District Source 

23. A.zadnagar-Indore Indore 

24. Lohagal Indore 

25,. Bilawali D~was 

26. Maksi Shajapur 

27. Narsinghgarh Pachor Rajgarh 

28. Ashta Sehore 

29. Shahadkarad Bhopal 

30. Kharwai Raisen 

31. Bh1mbetka Raisen 

32. Dhansuta Ujjain IAR, 68-£:9 

33· Badagaon Shajapur IAR, 69-70 

34· Sipawara Shajapur 

35. SOy at Shajapur 

36. Susner Shajapur ">:.t,:·· 

37. Simrol Indore IAR, 70-71 

38. Awra Mandasaur IAR, 51-58.59-60. 
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Follo,-.ing is the list of sites i.n Madhya Pradesh 

which yielded the Malwa Pottery 

tiame of the site District Name of the Journal 

1. Awra Mandasaur IAR., 57-5a t 59-60 

2. Asta sehore lAR, ;6-57 

3· Eran Sagar IAR, 6o-61, 64-65 

4· Kasrawad Nimar lAR, 56-57 

5· Kanvan Dbar IAR, 57•58 

6. Kayatha Ujjain IAR, 64-65, 67-68 

?. Khera De was IAR, 56-57 
' s. Ghat- bilod Indore IAR, 56-57 

9· Takariyada 'Ujjain ItLR, 55-56 

10. Takaroda Ujjain IAR, 56• 57 

11. Tung ani Ujjain IAR, 56-57 

12. Bhar Db1:1r IAR, 56-57 

13. Dhodhar Ujjain Illtt, 56-57 

14. Nagda Ujjain IAR, 56-57 

15. Navdatoli Nimar ·Site report 

16. Parmar - Kheri Ujjain IAR, ;6-57 

17. Pasewa Mandasaur If..R, ;6-57 

18. Badanawar Dhar IAR, 56-57 

19. B1lawal1 De was IAR, 56-57. 62-63 . 
Betatf-a ' 20. Indore IAR, 56-57 ,.. 

21. Beenagar Vidisa IAR, 63-64, 65-66 

22. Bhilatira Ujjain IAH, 55-56 
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Name of the site District Name of the Journal 

23.Mandasaur l4andasaur .IAR, 65-66 

24 Manoti Mandasaur IAR, 1958-59-60 

25.Metwas Ujjain I.AR, 56-57 

26.Maori Ujjain IAR, 56-57 

27.Rajota Ujjain IlR, 59-60 

28 .Rura Bhind IAR, 1956-59 

29 .Lohari Ujjain lAR, 56-57 

30. Sa rangpur Shajapur IAR, ~-61 

31 •. Singwara Shajapur IAR, 60-61 

32 .Tripuri 
(.\__ 

J~-balpur IAR, 55-56 to 68-61 

33 .Atud East Nimer IAR, 1962-63 

34.Barakalan Bhind IAR, 63-64 

;s.Makora Gwalior IAR, 6B-t:q 

36.Jharada :t.1ands sau.r IAR, 69-70 

37 .Narayanagad Mandasaur IAR, f:J:J-70 

38 .Badagaon Shajapur IAR, f$-70 

39.Sipawara Shajapur IAR, 69-70 

40.Soyat Shajapur IAR, {!:J-70 

41.Susner Shajapur IAR, f:/:)-10 

42.Dhangwade u jjaill r":._n,·_ i:JJ~7o 

43 .Lahagal Indore IA.R, 70-71 

44.S1mrol Indore IAR, 70-71 
45. Uncha-khe ra Morena IAR, 72-73 
46.1-!ewada Morena IAR, 72•73 
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Name of the site District Name ot the Jou mal 

47. Jalod Ujjai.n IAR, 74-75 

43. Unchahera Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

49. Ba rkhe r khurd Ujjain IAR, 74--?s-

50. Phootipal Ujjain IAR, 74-75' 

51. Amlawad Beka ~ Ujjain IAR, 71-72 

52. ~mlawad kalan Ujjain IAR, 71•72 

53. Alot Ujjain lttR, 71-72 

54. Baniakheri Ujjain IAR, 71-72 

55· !Chera-Narayan Ujjain IAR, ?1-72 

;6. Banjari Ujjain IAR, 71-72 

57. Bhawasa tfjjain IAR, 71-72 

58. Jharda Ujjain IAR, 71-72 

59. Khachrod Ujjain IAR, 71-72 

60. Khemarl.a Ujjain lAR, 71-72 

61. Parliakalan Ujjain IAR, 71-72 

62. Rajgarh Ujjain IAR, 71-72 

63. Deopur Mandas&u.r IAR, 57-56 . 

64. Koyali Mandasau.r IAR, 59-W 

65. Koyala Mandasau.r I A. H., 59-60 

66. Ret am Mandasau.r IAR, 59-60 

67. Burham pur East lamar lAR, 59-60 

6S. Mujali \'lest Nimar I AR, 59-60 

{:J:J. Banya-khedi Shajapur IAR, &>-61 
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Following is the list of sites in l-1adhya Pradesh 

which have yielded early historical pottery: 

Name of the site 

1. Delcha 

2. Jalod 

3. Asohna ( BR\'1, NBP:·l) 

4. Barauli ( BRW, NBP\'l) 

5. J amda ra ( B Rv/, HBP\•Jl 

6. Mow ( BR\•1, N.BPW) 

7. Mujali ( BR\Il) 

e. Ujjain (BR\'l, PG\'l, NBPVJ) 

9. Trl. puri ( BRW, NBPl•l) 

10 .Bu manpur ( Bfll.1, NBP\1!) 

11 .Nagda ( BRW, NBP\·!) 

12.Awra (Bm~, NBPW) 

13 .Maheswa r ( BR~~, NBPi:J) 

14.Pasewa (BRl'l, NBP\'l) 

15 .Lahar ( NBPl,\') 

16. Tewa r ( NBP\·l) 

17 .Barehat ( NBP\'1, BRW} 

18 .:;)aboh { ~R~1, NSP~·l) 

19 .Jamuha ( BR\-1, NBP\'i) 

20. Kai tha ( BR\'1, NBP:\T) 

21 .• Mehara-Buzurg ( BR\·J, NBP~·:) 

22.S1rsa (BR:·J, NBP1<J) 

District 

Ujjein 

Mandasaur 

Bhind 

Bhind 

Bhind 

Bhind 

\'Jest Nima r / 

Ujjain,..-

JalJalpur 

East Nimap

Ujjain 
/ 

Mandasaur/ 

"/Je at · Nima.JY 

Mandasaur 
/ 

Bh.imd 

Jabal pur 

Bhind/ 

Bhind / 

Bhind

Bhind....

r,hind 
./ 

Bhind 

Journal 

IAR, 56-57 

lliR, 56-57 

It\R, 59-60 

IllR, 59•60 

IAR, 59-00 

l'".R, :JJ-60 

IAR, 59-60 

I AR, 59-60 

IAR, 66-67 

IAR, 60-61 

IAR, 55-56 

11\R, 57-58 

Si t.e report 

IAR, 57-58 

11\R, 57-58 

IAR, 57·58 

IAR, 58- ':11 

IAR, 58-59 

IAR, 58-59 

IAR, 56-59 

IAR, 58-59 

IAR, 5S-59 



Name o£ the site 

23. Ba rata ( ru w, NBP\v) 

24 .Manoti ( BR~l) 

25.Eran (BR\'l, NBP\~r) 

26.Kakaratha (BRW, NBP\tJ) 

27. Akoda ( B RVl, PG\'1, NBPW) 

28. Vid_i she ( BR\v, NBP~'i) 

29 .Bilawali ( Bm•l) 

30. Dh ar\'lada ( BR\'1) 

31.Barakalan (BRVv,G.\1. NBP~i) 

32. Jha rda ( BRl~, NBP~·J) 

33 .Narayanagad ( BR'.'l, NBP\'J) 

3J.,..Kayatha ( BR\':? NBPt1) 

35 .Badagaon 

36.sipawara 

37.ooyat 

38 .susner 

39 • Tuma :i. n ( NBP\1') 

40.Kutwar ( BR;'l, NBP~!, PG\'1) 

41.Nadn0r (BRW, NBPW) 

42 • Cha ndupura ( BRVl, NBP \v) 

43. Dhaneli ( BR\'1, NBPVI) 

44.Jaderua (BRN, NBPW) 

4 5. Pe reo n ( BRt:l, NBPW) 

District 

Bhind 

Mandasaur 

Sagar 

Jabal pur 

Bhind 

Vi dis~ 

Dewas 

Dewas 

.Bhind 

Mandasaur 

~1andasaur 

Mandasaur 

Shajapur 

Shajapur 

Shajapur 

Shajapur 

Gun a 

Morena 

Sehore 

G~'lalior 

G-'Walior 

Gllsalior 

Gwalio r. 

165 

Journal 

I:\R, 58-59 

lliR, 58-59 

IAR, 60-61 

IAR, 60-61 

lll.R, 61-62 

IAR, 61-62 

IAR, 61-62 

IJm, 61-62 

I:\R, 63-64 

I f,H, &:J-70 

I AR, 69-70 

IAR, 69-70 

IAR, 69-70 

IAR, 69-70 

IAR, (Jj-70 

IAR, t/)-70 

IAR, 71-72 

IAR, 70-71 

I.~R, 71-72 

IAR, 71 ... 72 

l'~R, 71-72 

IAR, 71-72 

IAR, 71-72 



186 

Name of the site District Journal 

46.soron, (BRW, NBP~J) Gwalior IAR,. 71-72 

47 ~Banger ( Btnv) Ujjain IhR, 71-72 

4S.Baler1 { BR\•i) Ujjain L\R, 71-72 
49~Bhat Pachalana ( BR:'l) Ujjain IAR• 71-72 
;o .Birakheri (BRW) Ujjain IAR, 71-72 
51.Birgoda Randir (BRW) Ujjain IAR, 71-72 
52 .-chi role ( BRW) Ujjain IAR, 71-72 
S3 .Datar\>la( BRW) Ujjain IAR, 71-72 
54 .·Kararia (BRW) Ujjain I 1R, 71-72 

' 

55;Kharotia ( BRt~} Ujjain IAR, 71-72 

56.-Lohana (BRW) Ujjain lAH, 71-72 
57 .Likhoda ( BR\'1) Ujjain lc\R, 71-72 
sa .Limoda ( BR\1/) Ujjain IAR? 71-72 
59 ;Kharsod ( BR\'l) Ujjain l!\R, 71-72 
60 ;Kanthari a { BRI:l) Ujjain IAR, 71-72 
61.Piplaipanth ( BR\l/) Ujjain It\R, 71-72 
62.'sanaoda ( BR\'J) Ujjain I~\R, 71-72 
63 .Singaoda ( Blt'd) Ujjatn IAR, 71-72 
64.Tokra ( Bm"l) Ujjain 1/~R, 71-72 
65 .Chirola ( BR\':) Ujjain I ~R, 71-72 
66.Runkhera(BRW) Ujjain IAR, 71-72 
67.Bawalia (BRW) Ujjain I 1\R, 71-72 
6S.Chitawad (BRW) Ujjain IAR, 71-72 
69.Delchi-Buzurg ( BR\'i} . Ujjain IAR, 71-72 

70~Delchi·Khurd (BRW) Ujjain IAR, 71-72 



Name of. the site 

71.Nalesara (BRW) 

72.Dhulet (BRW) 

73-Jormatakha( BR\'!) 

7 4.Narwar( Bit·J) 

15 .Parlia-Khurd ( BIH1) 

76.Bhaijukheri (BR;1) 

77 .Birgoda (BR~'l) 

7B • Kayth-a ( BR \1) 

79.shamnera (BRW) 

80 .r~akoriam( BR\i) 

8 1 • Ba rana gar ( BR11) 

82.Bhondwas (BRW) 

83. Dhureri ( BR,'l} 

84. Ounalja ( BR:._,) 

8 5. Harnaoda ( BR\\1) 

8 6 .I tawa · :< BR\'J) 

87 .Kajlana ( Bm«J) 

S$. Kha ndoda ( BR\i) 

89 .Pal soda ( BRt·l) 

90.Pachilana-b1l (BRW) 

91 .Palwa ( BRW) 

92.Sirnlauda (BRW)· 

93 ~ Jahangirpura ( BRW} 

94-Sarsana (BRW) 

9 5.Banbanal) ( BRW) 

District 

De was 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Uj_jain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

'Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

1s
t~ 

''• ' 
Joumal 

If\R, 78•79 

IAR, 71-72 

IAR, 71-72 

IARl 74-75 



Name of the site 

96.Berawan (BRW) 

97 .Jalodia ( BR~·j) 

98 .Malcl a ( BRW) 

99 .Met was ( BR\'1) 

100.Niv1Ba Khurd (BRW) 

lOl.Rupeta (BRW) 

102 .Unhel ( BR\'1) 

103.Khera Dante (BRW) 

104.Khera Dantrada( BR\'J') 

10 5.Khe ra K}lnker ( Bm·l) 

106.Khera Laduke ( BRW) 

107.Khera Nagali (BRW) 

108.Khera-Rameshwar (BRW) 

109 .t~amuna-ki-thor ( BRiv) 

110.Khera Mundra (BRW) 

111 .Khera-Rodawad ( BRl'l) 

112. Gudikhar ( BRW) 

113.Malher (BRW) 

114.Dhangwade (BRW) 

115. Ajanda ( BRt'i) 

116. Barna gar ( BR\'1) 

117. Ga raoda ( BR!~I) 

118 .Kantha rkhef~i ( BRW) 

District 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Morena 

Morena 

Morena 

Morena 

Morena 

Morena 

Morena 

Morena 

Morena 

Bilaspur 

Bilaspur 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

Ujjain 

168 

Journal 

IAR, 71-72 

IAR, 71·72 ', 

Il\R, 71-72 

IAR, 71-72 

IAR, 71•72. 

IAR, 71-72 

IAR, 71-72 

IAR, 72-73 

IAR, 72-73 

IAR, 72-73 

IliR, 72-73 

IAH, 72-73 

IAR; 72-73 

IAR, 72·73 

lfiR1 72-73 

IAR~ 72-73 

IAR, 73·71+ 

I.4R, 73-74 

IAR, f$J-70 

IAR, 74-75 

IAR, 74-75 

IAH, 74-7? 

IAR, 74-75 



1E9 
Name of the site .District Journal 

119 .Kararwas ( BR\1) Ujjain , ....... IAR, 74-75 

120.Narsingha (BRW) Ujjain 1.\R, 74-75 

121 .Pa slod ( BR\'1) Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

122. Ranaoda ( BR\'l) Ujjain IllR, 74-75 

123. Bichro d ( BR\'1) Ujjoin IAR, 74-75 

124.Dhuletia ( Bmi) Ujjain lAR, 74-75 

125. Singaoda( BRW) Ujjain I!\R, 74-75 

126. So dang (BR\'1) Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

127. Kan~9hia ( BRVj) Ujjain I!I.R, 74-75 

128 .Piplai Kayatha ( BR\•!} Ujj ain I!1R, 74-75 

129.Nipania (BRW) Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

130 .Badre( BRW) Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

131 •. Akya dha ga ( B m·l) Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

132 .Bani ( BR11) Ujjain It1R, 74-75 

133-Bansingha(BRW) Ujj ain IAR, 74-75 

134. Chi tawad( BRW) Ujjain IAR, 14-1S 
13 5.Dhablasia( BRr:l) Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

136.Ghosla( BR\1) Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

137 .Hapakheri { BRW) Ujjain IAR, 74-75 
~ 

Ujjain 
-!'; 

138. Jhu tawad( BHtv) IAR, 74-75 

139.Narainkher.i(BRW) Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

140 .pa rlia ( BRW) Ujj ain · IAR, 74-75 

141 .Piplaibhun ( BRl'l) Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

142 • Pi plaighat (BRW) Ujjain Itdt, 74-75 



170 
Name of the site District Journal 

143. Rani -pur a ( Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

144.Singh-deva.l Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

145.Sipwara Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

146.Gavari Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

147 .Golva Uj;jain lAR, 74-75 

148 • Kania shi a 
. \.7 

Ujjain lhR, 74-75 

149 .Kareri Ujjain Il1R, 74-75 

150.Kath Baroda Ujjain I,\R, 74-75 ... .. . 

Ujjain I,~R, 74-75 151 • Kt~ra-kheri 

152 .Limboda Ujjain I·m, 74-75 

153 .Makron Ujjain -IAR, 74-75 

154 .Mallupura Ujjain II'.H, 74-75 

155.M1rgarh Ujjain IM-t, 74-75 

156.Paldoona Ujjain .I.\R, 74-75 

157Randhir Ujjain II\R, 74-75 

1 58:.Jamalpura Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

159.Lokana Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

160.Molam Ujjain lAR, 74-75 
161. tJana rkhe ri Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

162.Navda Ujjain lllR, 74-75 

163. Rajota Ujjain IAR, 74-75 

164. Ri ngnodi a Ujjain I.\R, 74=75 

165. Rohaf, Kalan ujjain I 'iR, 74-75 



1'{1 n 

Name of the s1te District Journal 

166.Tumni Ujj ain IAR, · 7 4-75 

167 .shrivachh Ujjain I.liR, · 74-75 

166.Banki East Nimar I \R, 7?-78 

1 f:l} .Dhulkot East Nimar IAR, 77-7/J 

170.Khatla East Nimar I·,R, 77-78 

171.Bhadakher1 Indore II'!R, 77-78 

172.Kadwat1 Indore I.~R. 77-78 

173 .sipra Indore IAR, 77-78 

174.Khamod Indore IAR, 71-78 

175.Misa- (Pm·; etc) .Bhind IAR, 76-79 

176.Besar Raisen IAR, 78-79 

177 .Ferozepur Raisen IAR, -78-79 

178 • Fatehpur-ma rrnata Raisen IAR, 78-79 

179 .Raisen Raisen It\R, 78-79 

180 .Mi~eri ( BR~·l) Dewas It\R, 78-79 

1f:U .Mundaheda ( BR\'1) De\'-Jas I/IR-, 78-79 

1t'!2.Arandya Indore IAR, 58-59 

183.Hatod Indore IAR, 58-59 

184.Kanar1a Indore IAR, SS-59 

18 5.Khagaria Indore IAR, 58-59 

1f!6.Marod Indore IAR, 5$-59 

Ht?.Narwar Indore IAR, 58-59 

188.Panod Indore 1.'\R, 58-59 

169.Undel Indore lAB, 58-59· 



S T::ID Cl'U R!!:S 

POTn:?.Y 

BeN!:: PC Ir\ TS 
s~:,;:;r.~s 

HiOK 

BE-\DS 

TERRA COTTA 
FI :1\i R! NS~ · .•. · .. 

COlNS SEU.S 
SEUIN~S 

BCW.:, IVORY 
HO!W OEJ'::CTS 

OT!E R OBJ'£CTS 
COY.:ENTS 

SCI.!:'tC'!S 

pd !II, sub-phases 9-16 over BR'N, ?Gill ·• . p:· r·s,c, over 2m. Black slipped 
deposit &rfy w~re and BRW deposit. 

470!.100 for IA 490+ttO for I5.Accord1ng Sttat1graph1cally.dated. to 
to t.he excavator 'b00-400 lll'lin 500-300 B.c. pd.II'-150 B.C. 

act1v1t.J' pelace 
was re:nodellea with dressed stones of 
:;t.ancie rd si t;e. 'l'loio more la r&e structures 
having a ball and galleries made of 
tricb aDd stones,found. 

ng 
t.he benk o the Ggcges a cl?; 
ment subsequent-ly a chan~l w~s also 
built. Houses w1U! reed wslls plas
tered ldt.b mud,. 5.3cm. thick fl.oor 
of burnt elay. 

NBP in l'lrge quer.~1t.y 1 bowls, banclles, ~- cpd IB, NBP ptt~per, 1C, coarse variety, 
j'trs, . dishes. BR\'.' upto III 10. Red ware 5~ of the total cerall'.ic complex,· BR'.i, • 
Qrey ware PGW. Black slippeli ware. 

Bone arroW he ads 

\ i 

Completely moulaed p:taques With elabo-

i
rgte decor!!tlo~,.rn 14. Handm<!de t;pes 

n III.10 and L!l.12 .• 

Punch-mark!! d coins seslings from 
III.16 ehancteri,.,~ic of the 

. Sung~ .P! riod. 

Ivory arrowhead 

l,;l.!. Shar~~a, Exc!inticns 11t Jt•usa:nbi 
\loth t.be I'E'port a. · · · 

Tools of bone 

simply report.ed 

Beads of Agate, amethyst, co r!!l 
cu•nelhn. glass, Lapis Lazuli, 
!opas, chalcedony, chert etc. 

.Terroacott'l animal figurines 
moulded plaques. 

Ullinscribed cast copper 
coins. 

Weights, terracotta ·discs 

A.K. Mar31n et al. 1 Excavations at 
Rajghat vo1.1,~,3. · 

NB.P associ a tea with grey ·ware, 
Red ware in I B. BR'Ii, Buff ware 
reported. ·' 

Nail; Kni"e, dag;er 
sickle d II 

antimony rods, nre. 

Jerncott'3 ngga 9nd other figurine~ 
1B, moulded fiurtnes. . 

Coins, seel!' • se9l1ng s coming 
£rom pd.II · 

Opaque glass, wet.:;hts of stone 
terracotts and st.ona bangles in pc1.1 a. 

ll'aisali excavations 1950 
atlli 1958-b? 

-MATS\<,\A \J- CuL-rUI<E. o v-
\ 

I 
H \ s·\o\<. \LA L 

I 
:: 

p-:1 II, over about 6 reet 
deposit. of' BR'.Y culture , 

At the upper levels of pd 1, Over t.he deposits cit.ii:.•i( pd I, Ti, ·NBP in 
one sherd of NBP cccurred :Jml. Blr.:· pd IB ( 15 NBP she- l'lrger qu,ntity il'i 

a:j:· Date in B.C. 450+ 95 
Str'ltignphi,cally 5CO:t:'aoo 
B.c. -

ExcaVlt'.or gi ~ s it a date 
of 3rd century 8.C. 

Rantp'trt ccverin6 an area a L'he first. inhabitant.s 
mile long and 3 qu-!r:ters of a a.,pear to have rais.ed a 
mile wide, use of lime, bricks, mud .t<!llllp~r-1 odth deep· 
Massive tank like struet.ure of J.it>c:hes ou.r.side .. Ring 
bricks, ~rkshop for making be- wells. 
ads, i'o!!ds. 

',1. 

r 
Bad qu~lity NBP with thick 
grey ware dishes,BRn and Red 
'Flare, potter's seamp. ' ,. 

. .... 
Pottery with moulded and 
stamped desi&ne. 

rdsl II 'lnd III , I a. · 
R.C.D1te in B.C. ~oo!_1Hi,. 
460!_100; 51 0+150., 30C!_160 
660+100, 730+145_ 

pd{d~ted.t0300 a.c. 
pd II secor1d century 
a. c. ~ ··· 

Compact mud plat.forms,cir- pd U- tl'lttle and 
c.U .. r pits, ring wells! a d'lt.~b hoJJ.ses IB 6r'::Jnite 
Maun.•w perioo. fo.rtiflc'l- uprit,;hts 'oe'lring M'luzo-
t.ion. In pci III, floors of y>n polish, t'rlle;,"nen• 
surkhi,complex of 12 lllUd . tary brick scrv.ccu.::oes, 
blocks in two ca5es having pd .II intensive seruc
storage jars euoUc buildin&s• tu.ral ~cti'lity 

Stamped motif on the pottery 
in pd III, earlier. ph.'! se a a
. soci~ ted w1 til .PUW, ea:-t F.ea 
ware, i.lrsz: 'I{ are. 

---

NBP, Ba:·;, · Bl 'lck 
slippeli ware 8r3bm.i 
inecl'iption on a 
she rd. 

BONE POINTS A do :o:en bone arrowhead$ 
_;B~~~~~GL~~~~s~~----~----------~~--~~--~--~~--~eh~e~ll ~au~_&L:e~s~---~----------~-----B~o~n~e~po~i~nt~s~· -------------~-----------
tHON .\rrow he ads. $pe"'rbeada Broken spea rbe 'Ids ani 

other implements of .Iron 
Si~ply report<!d 

BE:~DS 

COINS S'SU.S 
SEU.IN3S 

BONE, IVORY 
HO?.N CB.ffiGTS 

Chert, aggce, J'.lsper, 
cMlce:iony, gl 'lS!", 
terr'lcottCL 

Copi?ft!r 'lntimony rods 

Beads of Top'3Z carneli'ln 
3Dethyst 'lnd ot.her semi -
precious stones g'ldrooned 

C~rneli'ln,onyx, ch.'llc~dcny ag'3te, 
jade, ja!:lper, qu.'lrtz, t~e:Jtite, 
acquaii!B rine, g'lrnt'ilt, cnst'.ll 

snd e·lindctc~l terr'lcott'l be'lds 

Terracotta figurines 

Coins in large numbers 

Terr>cotr;a pl:Jques sho .. ing 
fem'!le figures in t.he Sunga 
style ·from ed rx. 
Coins, se~ls with Bnhrni let~ 
~ers S<tu.are punch marked 
coins of cotper • 

Awls, sellls, ~ar ornaments, h-:Iir 
pill$,comb~,b."~nfiles,dice of ivorz l3eads of lvorx 

Polished stone di;:-cs, ~illesl!len, B:ar orn'lmertts and Connected .Urect.l; •.oi~ Jj~<Un 

Punch - !l1" rked 
coins in p<1 II. 

p,:;. Ll scu.lptu.r3l 
'lCt:.ivity :11ce of terracott!l,talls· o! gameSMen H&stinapur '3n>:l Aliicchatra 

?tone, terr:Jcot.ta --~~---------------------~t~hLr~o~~-.~$LJt~r~>~J~~~-J~~~~~S~·~-------------~------------
6o tJJ 0 l~R-4 58'!59, 

N.a. Banerji. The iron age in HR. 195~- • - 1 73-L4 
India . · . l 
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MAP -
LIST OF CHALOOLITHIC .1\ND EARLY HISTORIC SITES 

IN THE UJJAIN DISTRICT 

Kha cha rau.d 
Raj gad 
Bhilsuda 
Takrawada 
RaJota 
RuniJa 
Kayatha 
Thikariya 
Tungani 
Nagda 
Dhangwade 
Jalod 
Unehahera 

· Barkher-khurd 
Amla wad Bika 
Amlawad Kalan 
Alot · 
Baniakheri 
Khera-Narayan 
Banjad. 
Bhawasa 
Jharda 
Khameria 
Parmar-kheri 
UJJai~ 
Bela d. 
lha t-Pacbalana 
Birakher.t. · 
Birgoda Randir 
Chirola 
Datarwa 
Kararia 
Kharotia 
Lohana 
Likhoda 
Kha rsod Khurd 
Kantharia 
P1pla1-panth 
Sanaoda 
Singaoda 

41• Tokra 
42• Chirola 
43 • Runkhera 
44• Bawalia 
45 • Chi ta wad 
46. Delchi•Buau rg 
47. Deleh1-Dhulet 
48 • Jormalakha 
49· Parlia-Khurd so. Bhaijukheri 
51. Birgoda 
52. Sham.nera' 
53. Baranagar 
54· Bhondwas 
55. .Dhurerl 
;6. Dunalja 
57. Harnaoda 
;tt. Itawa 
·~. Kajlana 
60. Khandoda 
61. Paleod.a 
62. Paehilana-bil 
63. Palwa 
64. Siml auda 
6; • Jabang1 rpur 
66. sarsana 
67. Banbana 
M. · Berawan 
(:IJ. Makla 
10. Nimbodiya•.Khurd 
71. R\ipta 
72 • Piplainath 
73 • Ranipura 
74~ Singh-devel 
75. Sipwara 
76. Gavar1 
77. Golva 
78 • Kana shia 
79. Karerl. 
80. Kath~Baroda 



81. Khana•Kheri 
62. Limboda 
83 • f.fakrone 
84. Mallupur 
S;. Mergarh 
86. Paldoona 
87.- Ramdi 
88. Jamalpura 
89. Molana 
90. Naha rkhet.: 
91. Navda 
92. Ringnodia 
93. Rohal Kalan 
94. Ajanda 
95. Guraoda 
96. Kantha rkheri 

· 97. Kararwas 
9$. Narsingha 
99. Paslod 

100. Ranaoda 
101 • Bi chrod· 
102. Dbuletia 
1 03 • Singaoda 
104. Sodang 
105. Piplai-Kayatha 
106. Nipania•Badre 
1 01. Narain-Khe ri. 
1 OS. Akyadanga 
109. Bani 
110. Bansingha 
111. Dhablasia 
112. Ghosla 
113. Hapa kheri 
114. Jbutawad 
115. Shri vachh 
116. Narwar 
117. Metwas 
118. Maor.t 
119. Dhodbar 
120. Loha r.1 
121. Unhel 
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